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Professional service providers are often reluctant to clarify payment policies and procedures to 
their clients at the outset of the relationship and to communicate them at the completion of the 
project or at intervals during the project. As the author has taught credit and collection seminars 
across the country, many participants have remarked, “You ought to write a book.” In reviewing 
the literature currently available, she discovered that there were many booklets containing credit 
applications, collection letters, and other useful forms. There were also several texts containing 
techniques for dealing primarily with the hard-core debtor after the transaction. What seemed to 
be missing was a book that simply explains how to talk to clients intelligently, comfortably, and 
reasonably about money before, during, and after the service. Now there is such a book.
The author of this book, Kathy Boyle, practices out of Manchester, MA. For ten years, Kathy has 
provided seminars and consulting services to help professionals in utilities, healthcare, and finance 
succeed in conflict situations such as debt collection, negotiation, and dealing with difficult people. 
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This book shows CPAs and support staff how to collect receivables now and prevent receivables in 
the future. The two biggest mistakes that professional service providers — CPAs, attorneys, 
physicians — make are not clarifying fees prior to the service and not making telephone calls after 
billing.
This book provides techniques for communicating your payment policies and procedures to your 
clients at the outset of the engagement and enforcing them at the completion of the project or at 
intervals during the project. True collection problems and solutions — many presented to the 
author by practicing CPAs and some posed by her various collection clients — will illustrate each 
technique throughout the book.
ORGANIZATION
The book begins with payment policies and procedures, progresses through a variety of collection 
techniques for a variety of circumstances, and ends with keeping collection records and hiring 
support staff.
Following the last chapter you will find an Appendix of helpful letters that the author will 
reference throughout the book.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK IS TO:
■ Teach the CPA and support staff how to collect fees.
■ Provide the CPA who may be a company CFO, with guidelines, as to how to train their 
support staff to collect receivables.
■ Encourage the CPA to share this material with their clients who may need to collect their 
money to pay their CPA and other creditors.
CONCLUSION
While collection laws may change often, human nature rarely does. This book is designed to be 
used indefinitely in conjunction with appropriate legislative updates.
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Note: We use the terms he and she alternately throughout the book (except when a




ENGAGEMENT LETTER AND CUSTOMER INFO SHEET
INTRODUCTION
My first client as a credit and collection trainer was a CPA. He asked me if I would come to his 
office and help him figure out why his receivables were so high. The first thing I did was ask if 
he had an engagement letter. He answered, “Yes.” Then I asked him if he had used it. “Not as 
often as I should,” he replied.
The second thing I did was ask to look at his aged trial balance. It contained many large dollar 
amounts outstanding well over 180 days.
The third thing I did was ask, “When was the last time you called any of these clients to ask for 
money?” He took the printout away from me, looked at me in disbelief and said, “I couldn’t ask 
any of these clients for money. They might think I need it. ”
The second CPA was not a client of mine but a friend of mine was a client of his. She called one 
day to ask for my opinion of his collection techniques. Her husband had started a business and she 
was doing the bookkeeping. She didn’t pay the CPA promptly because she thought that he, of all 
people, would understand how tight cash was in a new business.
She was dumbfounded when he called on day 31 about their overdue balance and asked me what I 
thought. My first question to her was, “Did he explain his payment policies and procedures to 
you when you became a client?” “Yes,” she answered, “I knew I was supposed to pay him in 30 
days but I thought he’d cut us a little slack because we were just getting started.”
I don’t think I have to tell you — ten years later — which CPA has the more successful practice.
WHY A WRITTEN STATEMENT OF CREDIT TERMS
SHOULD BE YOUR FIRST COLLECTION STEP
Most businesspeople think that collection efforts begin when a client or customer doesn’t pay their 
bill; in truth, collection efforts begin as soon as a client or customer inquires about your service or 
product either by telephone or in person.
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Once the initial telephone or personal inquiry yields a prospective client, you should immediately 
mail or give the client an engagement letter. Your goal should be to have the client think two 
things at this point:
■ You are excellent at giving accounting services, and
■ You are serious about collecting your fees.
Your presentation literature and office environment should enforce your goals of outstanding 
service and prompt payment. Was your firm brochure created by a professional graphic artist or 
did you print it from your personal computer? Is your office cleaned by a professional service or 
does a high school student clean it in the afternoon? Did you hand the client your engagement 
letter with a professional clipboard and pen or did you ask him to lean on a magazine to sign it? 
Every aspect of your firm should underscore your competence in providing service and obtaining 
payments.
Computerization further contributes to an impression of excellent and competent services. You 
want your clients to know that you are up-to-date in technology as well as accounting. Billing 
software will give your clients confidence that they are paying for specific time and services 
detailed on the invoice and give them less reason to question or dispute your bill.
By presenting your client an engagement letter promptly, projecting a professional image in all 
aspects of your firm, and using state-of-the-art invoicing, you’ve taken a solid first step toward 
timely payment — and a happy client.
WHY WHAT CLIENTS DON’T TELL YOU IS AS IMPORTANT
AS WHAT THEY DO
One of the first things you should ask a potential client is, “Who was your previous CPA and what 
has prompted you to change CPAs at this time?” Although you will eventually see the name on 
old records, the potential client’s willingness to tell you who he used, and more importantly, why 
he is switching, will tell you a lot about the type of engagement you’ll have. A successful CPA- 
client relationship should be based on trust, so someone who hesitates from the very beginning is 
likely to be a problem client.
Another indicator of a troublesome potential client is the number of previous CPAs they’ve had. 
A colleague of mine once remarked that it was less traumatic for him to get a divorce than it was 
to change CPAs, so this is not a relationship that valuable clients take lightly. Unless a potential 
client has had substantial growth in the business or has had his CPA retire, a string of previous 
CPAs in his wake is a sign that a potential client may not value your services or honor your fees.
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Conversely a potential client who has never had a CPA may be annoyed at the documentation, and 
especially the fees, expected of him. As businesspeople grow from doing everything themselves to 
hiring outside experts, they often begrudge the amount of money they have to spend on 
professional services. It is particularly important, therefore, to educate this type of potential client 
about the way you provide your services and collect your fees.
Regardless of a potential client’s history with CPAs, the person who refuses to acknowledge an 
engagement letter is telling you everything you need to know about the relationship. This is 
especially true if the potential client is a family member or friend who feels you would do business 
on a handshake. In Chapter 7, “Listening Skills and Negotiating Skills,” we’ll do an exercise on 
collecting money from a neighbor, but meanwhile, the same rules of engagement should apply to 
all of your potential clients.
Whether your potential client hesitates to tell you about his previous CPA, has had a series of 
CPAs over the life of his business, has never used a CPA in the past, or wanted to engage you on 
a handshake, you should recognize the red flags and proceed with caution in the relationship.
WHAT SHOULD YOUR CLIENTS EXPECT OF YOU AND WHAT SHOULD 
YOU EXPECT OF THEM?
Your engagement letter should include the scope of the project as well as the fees for your 
services. One of the most frequent complaints I hear from my CPA clients is that, after the client 
acknowledges the engagement and the CPA begins the work, the scope of the project changes and 
the client is unwilling to pay more for the service. The client has fixed the original fee or range in 
his mind and has probably budgeted it already.
When the CPA indicates that more work needs to be done and, therefore, additional fees billed, 
the client often thinks the CPA should have evaluated the project more accurately and, therefore, 
should be willing to absorb the increased expense. One way to safeguard yourself against this 
occurrence is to insert two simple sentences into your engagement letter:
The budget reflects the scope of services outlined. If shifts in scope occur, 
budgetary effects will be reviewed before additional time is billed.
It is then the responsibility of the CPA to realize when the “shifts in scope” occur and contact the 
client to update the engagement terms.
You know that your clients expect excellent service at a fair price — but what do you expect of 
your clients? We’ve all heard the horror stories of the clients who show up on April 14th with a 
shoebox full of receipts. Many CPAs have periodic meetings with large clients and send tax 
checklists to smaller ones to keep organizational problems to a minimum.
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In a later section of this chapter, “How to Attract and Retain Quality Clients,” you’ll understand 
how disorganized clients are often poor clients in other ways as well. Meanwhile, you should 
make a commitment to educate your clients as to what information you need from them and when 
you need it to continue to provide professional service at reasonable rates. Clients who cannot 
comply may find themselves better suited to another CPA firm.
Customer Information Sheets
If you’re a CPA who plans to share this material with your clients or a CFO who needs to train 
her support staff, you might find Exhibits 1-1 and 1-2, “Customer Information Sheets,” helpful in 
educating customers as to what you can expect from each other.
I generally present the “Customer Information Sheet” along with the credit application or other 
customer intake document. The credit application, which the customer must sign, contains the 
following sentence:
The applicant(s) agree(s) to abide by the payment policies on the accompanying 
“Customer Information Sheet. ”
Before the credit application is signed, the company representative should review the “Customer 
Information Sheet” with the customer and identify any discrepancies and expectations at that time. 
Since some companies are reluctant to mix sales with credit, it may fall to the CFO or her support 
staff to review the “Customer Information Sheet” with the customer and relay any discrepancies to 
sales for a resolution. Regardless of which department handles the review, it is imperative to 
resolve discrepancies at the outset rather than discover them when you make your first collection 
call.
What do you notice as you read Exhibit 1-1, “Customer Information Sheet”? Most people notice a 
very clear explanation of each party’s responsibility, but they miss two subtle yet crucial details.
■ First, the “Customer Information Sheet” is formatted so that your customer reads everything 
that you are going to do for him before he reads everything that he is going to do for you. By 
the time he gets to his portion, he is beginning to see the relationship as a two-way street.
■ Second, his responsibilities are almost exclusively limited to timely payment. While you may 
want to encourage accuracy, communication, and loyalty in a new customer, your first 
objective is to make them understand that you are serious about prompt payment.
By making expectations clear on both sides, either through engagement letters, meetings and 
checklists, or “Customer Information Sheets,” you will cultivate a valuable client or customer who 
will respect your financial expertise and honor your payment policies.
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EXHIBIT 1-1
Customer Information Sheet
■ ABC Oil & Burner Service will make deliveries in accordance with our automatic degree-day 
service or on a “Will Call” basis with 24 hours’ notice.
■ Fully licensed service technicians will provide 24-hour emergency service to ABC Oil & 
Burner Service customers.
■ ABC Oil & Burner Service will provide a comprehensive service contract for an annual fee 
covering your yearly tune-up and all emergency service calls during the year. (Please see 
service contract for specific information.) We also offer a senior citizen discount of $5.00 on 
tune-ups.)
■ In an effort to make your home more energy efficient we will be pleased to visit your home, 
inspect your present heating system and make suggestions for savings.
■ Our customers understand that the terms of this agreement will begin on the date of 
acceptance by ABC Oil & Burner Service and will continue until either party terminates the 
agreement in writing.
■ Our automatic delivery customers agree that use of this service does not nullify their 
responsibility to see that they have an adequate supply of fuel on hand.
■ We expect payment within 30 (thirty) days and will apply a finance charge of 1-1/2% per 
month (18% annually) on a monthly basis to any balance remaining unpaid 30 (thirty) days 
after billing date.
■ Our customers agree to pay all reasonable collection and attorney’s fees if legal proceedings 
become necessary to enforce collection.
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EXHIBIT 1-2
Customer Information Sheet
■ Kathy’s Cleaning Service will clean your home or office on a regularly scheduled basis or on 
an emergency basis with 24 hours’ notice.
■ Fully trained and insured cleaning personnel will (if applicable) wash ashtrays, clean floors, 
vacuum carpets, clean drinking fountains, straighten magazine racks, clear sidewalks, empty 
waste baskets, wash all sinks and basins, dust, clean lavatories, polish or vacuum furniture, 
clean mirrors and pictures, brush lamp shades, scrub and wax floors, clean draperies and 
blinds, clean upholstery, clean windows, and clean fixtures on a daily, weekly, monthly, or 
periodic basis as appropriate.
■ In an effort to make your home or office easier to clean, we will be pleased to visit you and 
make suggestions for improvements.
**************************************************************
■ Our customers understand that the terms of this agreement will begin on the date of 
acceptance by Kathy’s Cleaning Service and will continue until either party terminates the 
agreement in writing.
■ We expect payment within 30 (thirty) days and will apply a finance charge of 1-1/2% per 
month (18% annually) on a monthly basis to any balance remaining unpaid 30 (thirty) days 
after billing date.
■ Our customers agree to pay all reasonable collection and attorney’s fees if legal proceedings 
become necessary to enforce collection.
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HOW TO IDENTIFY TROUBLESOME POTENTIAL CLIENTS
WHEN THEY FIRST CALL
Another one of my CPA clients told me a story from when he first started in business and was 
naturally very eager to engage new clients. He spoke with a potential client and, as I advised in a 
prior section of this chapter, asked who his previous CPA was and what had prompted him to 
make a change.
The potential client answered that he changed CPAs every couple of years. He always interviewed 
CPAs who had just started their businesses because he knew that they would be anxious to get new 
clients. At each interview he said he would choose a CPA who would guarantee him a way to pay 
little or no taxes. Naturally my client was not willing to violate his ethics to gain a new client and 
didn’t waste any more time than the one telephone call on the potential client.
Referral sources may be another red flag in evaluating a new account. If the potential client is not 
someone you know, or if he does not say how he happened to choose you, your first question 
should be, “How did you hear about me?” If the referral source is someone who is already a 
problem client, their business associates or family members may turn out to be problem clients as 
well.
Whether related by business or blood, people sustain relationships for a reason — generally 
because they have similar interests and values. These values often include their attitudes towards 
bill-paying. While you should not turn down a potential client based solely on the referral source, 
you should consider it another red flag in evaluating the engagement.
What if the client says all the right things but you still have reservations? One of my insurance 
agent clients, a gentleman with 50 years of experience, said he would never do business with 
someone who wouldn’t meet him face-to-face, look him in the eyes, and shake his hand.
We’ve all seen the coffee mug with the saying, “Stress is when your mouth says ‘yes,’ but your 
stomach says ‘no.’” Unfortunately, succeeding at business and collecting your money requires 
you to rely a lot on your instincts. In the seaside town where my business is located we have 
another saying about the fish that are the lifeblood of our economy, “If it smells bad, it is bad.” 
Despite all the technology available to you in making credit-granting decisions, sometimes you just 
have to go with your sixth sense.
Whether you sense unethical client expectations, receive poor referral sources, or just have “bad 
vibes” as you evaluate an engagement, you can often uncover a problem potential client before 
you’ve wasted too much marketing time.
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HOW TO ATTRACT AND RETAIN QUALITY CLIENTS
I’m fortunate to be married to my CPA so I don’t have a good story about choosing one to begin 
this section. I do, however, have to contract for other professional services such as marketing 
communications, public relations, and graphic design. My relationship with my graphic designer 
is an excellent example of how it felt to be the client rather than the provider.
In the days before technology made everyone with a personal computer an amateur graphic 
designer, I asked a colleague who was a professional graphic designer to create a logo for my new 
business. We had served on a Chamber of Commerce committee together and even had a mutual 
personal friend, so I was dumbfounded when, at our first meeting, she asked me to sign a contract 
and give her a one-third deposit. I thought the policies I was advocating in my collection training 
applied to everyone but me.
Three Characteristics of Clients
Exhibit 1-3 asks you to list three characteristics of your excellent, mediocre, and poor clients. If 
my graphic designer were completing this exercise, her answers might look something like this:
List three characteristics of clients or customers that would make them excellent:
1. KNOWS WHAT SHE WANTS
2. UNDERSTANDS CREATIVE PROCESS
3. EXPECTS TO PAY FOR CREATIVE TALENTS
List three characteristics of clients or customers that would make them mediocre:
1. HAS SOME IDEA WHAT SHE WANTS
2. WANTS A LOT OF INPUT INTO CREATIVE PROCESS
3. PAYS FOR CREATIVE TALENTS GRUDGINGLY
List three characteristics of clients or customers that would make them poor:
1. IS NOT FOCUSED
2. WANTS A LOT OF CHANGES
3. DOES NOT SEE MONETARY VALUE IN CREATIVE PROCESS
10
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Much like a CPA client, her ideal client knew what she wanted from a graphic designer, 
understood the time commitment necessary, and was willing to pay for the expertise. She would 
probably have rated me a mediocre client because I didn’t have a clear vision for my business or 
my logo at that time, did not understand why it took $600.00 worth of time to come up with a one- 
inch square logo, and contracted with her only because I could not do it myself.
The only difference between me and one of her poor clients was a matter of degree — no vision, 
many changes, and disputed charges. Much to her credit, she took time to educate me about the 
value of the graphic design process and made me into one of her excellent clients.
With this example in mind, complete the exercise using your own client base. Your answers will 
probably look something like this:
Characteristics of excellent clients:
1. KEEP GOOD RECORDS
2. CALL ME BEFORE I HAVE TO CALL THEM
3. VALUE MY SERVICE
Characteristics of mediocre clients:
1. KEEP PRETTY ORGANIZED RECORDS
2. ALWAYS CALL BACK BUT I HAVE TO CALL FIRST
3. WISH THEY COULD DO ACCOUNTING THEMSELVES
Characteristics of poor clients:
1. ARE VERY DISORGANIZED
2. NEVER RETURN MY CALLS
3. SHOP AROUND FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
If you completed this exercise the way most people do, you quickly filled in three characteristics
of your excellent clients. Then you moved to the space for mediocre clients, hesitated a moment, 
and decided to come back to those later. Next, you easily came up with three characteristics — or 
more — of your poor clients. Then you went back to the spaces for mediocre clients and probably 
realized that you have no idea who they are or what makes them mediocre.
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Do you spend so much time with your excellent clients generating more business and with your 
poor clients collecting your money that your mediocre clients often get lost in the shuffle? Much 
as my graphic designer did with me — one of her mediocre clients — if you take the time to 
educate them about the value of your service, you could probably turn them into excellent clients. 
People who understand the value of something are much more likely to be willing to pay for it — 
happily and promptly.
By now you’re probably buying into this theory but wondering when you’re going to have the time 
to do all this client education. The answer is simple. In fact, it’s the reason you are reading this 
book.
You’re going to learn how to collect your money from those poor clients who will pay, and 
consider terminating those poor clients who will not pay and are probably very labor-intensive 
clients as well. The time that you use to spend chasing your poor clients for money and/or 
paperwork you can now spend educating your mediocre clients to becoming excellent ones.
Re-education Letter
Appendix page A-10 contains a sample of what I call a “Re-education Letter.” You may want to 
use it after finishing this book to revise your engagements with your mediocre clients. A “Re­
education Letter” and/or face-to-face meeting in conjunction with a new — or initial — 
engagement letter may help soften the blow to clients — and employees — who say, “But we’ve 
always done it this way.”
For CPAs who plan to share this information with their clients or a CFO who needs to educate her 
customers, keep in mind that when it comes to collecting money, “the best defense is a good 
offense.” This may be the time to ask customers to update their credit applications or to get some 
type of customer intake document if they’ve never furnished one.
In Chapter 5, “Telephone Techniques,” we’ll consider some payment alternatives, but meanwhile 
you may want to take advantage of some of the technology that has become available since you 
began the relationship, such as credit cards, automatic deductions, and wire transfers.
What happens if your mediocre clients balk at your re-education attempt? You may have to decide 
that those mediocre clients are bordering on poor and if they are worth re-educating. You must 
also accept the notion that you deserve to get paid for what you do even if your mediocre clients 
don’t agree.
A colleague of mine owns a building materials company and at a Chamber of Commerce meeting I 
asked him once if he had brought his Credit Manager with him because I was always interested in 
“talking shop.” When he said he didn’t have one, I asked him who did his collections. He looked 
at me in surprise and said, “I do — every day. It’s my money!”
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EXHIBIT 1-3
1, 2, 3's of Clients, Customers, and Collections
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Before proceeding any further:
■ Classify your clients into excellent, mediocre, and poor;
■ Decide who you can re-educate and who you may have to terminate; and
■ Embrace the fact that you deserve to get paid for what you do.
HOW TO COMPETE IN A TIGHT CREDIT ENVIRONMENT
A longtime client of mine, a very successful company owned and operated in total harmony by 
two siblings for many years, hit a sour note when members of each person’s family became old 
enough to work in the business. The differences in philosophy became so contentious that the two 
owners decided to bring in an outside mediator before the next generation destroyed both the 
company and the founding siblings’ relationship.
Who do you think they called on to help salvage their business — a human resources consultant, a 
psychologist, a clergyman? No. They asked their CPA! If your excellent clients have this type of 
regard for you, there is no competition.
How can you sustain this edge, however, when the economy is bad? Review your list of excellent 
clients. See if they are in one industry, come from one family, or have any other common 
denominators. Before I was married, the CPA I used developed a niche in accounting services for 
hairdressing salons. He told me that, regardless of the economy, people felt it was important to 
look good. The salons in his practice both survived and thrived through several economic ups and 
downs.
Once you’ve identified the common thread running through your excellent clients, make a 
commitment to treating them well and getting more of them. To encourage client satisfaction, one 
of my home heating oil company clients sends an annual “thank-you note” to clients who do not 
owe money.
Prompt Payer Letter
Appendix page A-9 contains an example of what I call a “Prompt Payer Letter.” One home 
heating oil customer had canceled his account over a service issue and when he received his 
“thank-you note” (mailed just prior to his cancellation call) he changed his mind, saying, “Any 
company that would send a nice letter like that deserves a second chance.” My dentist periodically 
sends a “How are we doing?” survey to his excellent patients. Everyone who responds gets a 
monetary credit towards the next bill.
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Once you’re satisfied that you’re treating your excellent clients well, ask them for referrals from 
their industry or family. If you don’t ask for business, many people will think you have enough 
work and may be too busy to take on their colleagues or relatives.
Even if you are quite busy, you’ll find once again that terminating your poor clients gives you 
more time to send thank-you notes, request referrals, and do the resulting work.
Referral Letter
Appendix page A-5 contains an example of what I call a “Referral Letter.” Much like the 
“Prompt Payer Letter,” people are surprised and pleased to receive it. The key to the success of 
both letters is to just say “thank you” and refrain from requesting any client paperwork or 
additional referrals in the same letter.
By believing in your value to your excellent clients, treating them well, and marketing for more of 
the same type of client, you should be able to compete and grow even in a tight credit 
environment.
WHEN TO USE CREDIT AS A MARKETING TOOL
A tight credit environment can also be a marketing boon to a CPA who is wise enough to see 
credit-granting as an investment in a potentially excellent client. Another home heating oil 
company owner asked me for some credit and collection advice that would help him to expand his 
business. He wanted me to work with him during the summer when his business was slow but 
was very upfront about telling me that he couldn’t pay me until the fall when his business picked 
up.
What did I consider when deciding whether or not to accept this contract?
■ First, home heating oil companies are my excellent clients and I wanted more of them.
■ Second, this owner was a referral from a business colleague whose values I shared.
■ Third, the potential client looked me straight in the eye when he proposed his payment 
arrangement.
■ Last, my mouth and my stomach both said, “Yes.” I had a good feeling about this potential 
client.
He did indeed turn out to be an excellent client. He readily signed an agreement outlining the 
scope of the contract and the terms of the payment. I did the work and he paid me. My advice, 
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and that of others, helped his business grow. He has since called me for additional help and has 
referred me to others. The last time I heard from him, he called to ask if I knew anyone who 
could advise him on buying a new building or staying in his current rental property. Clearly I 
made a good judgment call on someone who continues to be an excellent client.
Certainly this story could just as easily have had an unhappy ending, but by putting the lessons of 




CREDIT AND COLLECTION TIME LINE
INTRODUCTION
I once had a customer at a home heating oil company who didn’t pay her $250.00 full bill. 
Obviously I was not going to deliver any more fuel to her until she paid the overdue amount. I 
made the usual telephone calls, sent the customary letters, let her full tank run dry, and still never 
received a response from her.
I sent her a written offer to settle the bill for $175.00, and when she did not take advantage of 
that, sent her a written notification that her delinquency had been reported to a credit bureau and 
that her account would be referred to an attorney if I did not hear from her within a certain time 
period. When I still had not received a response from her within the specified time, I forwarded 
her account to my attorney. The day she received the attorney’s first letter, she went to his office 
and paid her bill in full.
Different debtors react to different levels of pressure. You will not collect every account, so you 
must work your full volume of accounts. If you consistently apply the techniques that we’ll detail 
in this chapter to all debtors, you’ll find that some will respond at 30 days, some at 60, and so on, 
but some will not respond at all.
For those debtors there are collection agencies and attorneys who will follow up the accounts for 
you, exert a level of pressure that you cannot, and give you more time to urge your mediocre 
clients — and even poor clients — to respond. My philosophy of collection is that an account 
should be paid in full, have a solid payment plan in place, or be referred to a collection agency or 
an attorney within 150 days. The goal of this chapter is to bring you around to this way of 
thinking.
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HOW TO ACTIVATE A SIX-MONTH TIME LINE FOR
CONTROLLING RECEIVABLES
If you have any accounts that are over 120 days old, determine if you still want to do business 
with the client, and, if ethically possible, terminate the relationship. In Chapter 4, “What to Do 
for Each Type of Debtor,” we’ll explore alternatives for clients that you must retain, but for now 
let’s focus on the ones you can terminate.
As CPAs, you are well aware of how quickly money declines in value. When you factor in the 
cost of repeated billing and collection efforts, you can see that it makes sound financial sense to 
offer clients a 25-33% settlement on an account over 120 days old. You should make the offer in 
writing and specify that the amount must be paid in one check — not installments — generally 
within 30 days.
As you’re waiting to see who takes advantage of the offer, review a later section of this chapter, 
“How and When to Use a Collection Agency or Attorney,” and be ready to forward the unpaid 
accounts as soon as the settlement deadline has expired because they have now become six months 
old.
Once you have chosen a reputable collection agency or attorney and referred your accounts to 
them, FORGET ABOUT THEM! A competent collection agency or attorney will have systems in 
place to report payments and progress to you. YOU DO NOT NEED TO CALL THEM TO 
CHECK ON THE ACCOUNTS! Remember, you will be paying them a fee to collect your 
accounts so you should leave them alone to earn their money.
As we discussed in Chapter 1, now that a third party is handling the poorest of your poor clients, 
you will have more time to educate your mediocre client — and perhaps salvageable poor clients 
— about your office policies. If any of those clients reach 120 days past due, you should follow 
the same procedure and will find that, within six months, you will have weeded out all of your 
unprofitable clients.
Also at 120 days, you may want to report delinquent clients to a credit bureau. Your collection 
agency or attorney may be affiliated with one or should be able to recommend one. This reporting 
action generally does not result in instant payment, but a couple of years down the road, when the 
former client is refused a mortgage or a loan, he will be only too happy to pay his bill in order to 
clear his credit record.
By targeting clients with accounts over 120 days old with settlement offers, collection agency or 
attorney referral, and credit bureau reporting, you will free up yourself and your support staff to 
educate your more profitable clients to value your service and honor your engagement terms.
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WHAT TO SAY TO CLIENTS AT 30, 60, OR 90 DAYS
30 Days
Assuming that your terms are 30 days, you should ideally make your first collection call on day 
31. This call should begin, “I’m just calling to remind you that my payment policy calls for 
payment within 30 days of the presentation of my invoice.” Record the response in the debtor’s 
file and note the follow-up date on your calendar.
If the debtor has not made a payment by the follow-up date, you should make another call on that 
date. This call should begin, “When we spoke on May 1st you said you were having some cash 
flow problems but would send me a $100 payment by today.” Again record the response and note 
the follow-up date.
If the debtor has still not made a payment by the second follow-up date, you should make another 
call on that date. This call should begin, “When I spoke with you on May 1st and again on May 
15th you promised to make partial payments. If you cannot make arrangements to honor my 
payment policies, I will no longer be able to service your account.” Again log follow-up 
information. (Refer to Chapter 11, “ARFU and Logging, ” to learn how to keep a collection log 
for each debtor and understand its importance.)
60 Days
As you approach 60 days, you may want to try to get the words “overdue” or “delinquent” into 
your conversation; for example, “We’ve spoken on May 1st and May 15th regarding your 
‘overdue’ account.” At this point, however, you are probably starting to reach answering 
machines or voicemail systems rather than the debtor. Since you don’t know who, besides the 
debtor, is monitoring the communication, it is not wise to leave a message that indicates a debt.
For this reason, I often identify myself and state, “I’m making a ‘second’ call on your account.” 
The debtor generally doesn’t understand what “second” means and returns the call out of sheer 
curiosity. I might also leave a message that gets the debtor’s attention but still doesn’t indicate a 
debt; for example, with my home heating oil customers, I’ll identify myself and ask, “I’m just 
wondering if you’re still expecting our company to deliver fuel to your home.” Most debtors 
don’t immediately make the connection between no payment and no service, so again return the 
call out of curiosity.
90 Days
Once you reach 90 days, you’re probably getting exclusively electronic systems, so you’ll need 
another statement that will relay a more forceful message, again without indicating a debt. At this
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point, I generally identify myself and state, “I’m making a ‘final’ call on your account.” If 
“second” doesn’t pique the debtor’s curiosity, “final” usually does because they don’t know if 
“final” means “final delivery of service” or “final collection call” or both.
If the debtor returns your call, you can make payment arrangements and follow-up calls, but if he 
does not, your “final call” has to be your “final call,” so use the phrase wisely. At no time during 
the collection process can you threaten to do something and then fail to do it. If you say you’re 
going to refer a debtor to a collection agency or attorney, you must do this. If you make a “final 
call,” it must be a “final call.”
If the debtor has not made payments or arrangements by 90 days, you should, if ethically possible, 
send a letter indicating that service will cease.
Termination Letter
Appendix page A-11 contains a simple example of a “Termination Letter.” As we reviewed in the 
previous section, it is now time to initiate settlement letters, collection or legal activity, and credit 
bureau reporting. (See Exhibit 2-1 for a streamlined version of a Credit and Collection Time 
Line.)
Telephone contact is the most effective collection tool. Do not let invoices and statements become 
a substitute for telephone calls. Both can occur between 30-90 days and will be effective if the 
written correspondence references the telephone calls; for example, you may want to put a 
handwritten note on a statement saying, “I look forward to your payment by June 15th as 
promised.”
You may alter aspects of this approach in keeping with your knowledge of the personality and 
circumstances of the client. It is nevertheless important to adhere to the follow-up dates and 
reference specific promises to demonstrate to the client that this is an ongoing process and a high 
priority. You may say to yourself, “I could never ask people for money,” but all you often have 
to do is repeat their own promises back to them.
By following up debtors consistently, adhering to the “Credit and Collection Time Line,” and 
terminating debtors when possible, you’ll find that most of your collection calls will take place 
between 30 and 90 days.
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EXHIBIT 2-1
Credit and Collection Time Line
30 Days Reminder call; note on statement
60 Days Collection call; note on statement
90 Days Final call; note on statement
120 Days Settlement/legal letter (certified/registered)
150 Days Legal referral
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WHY AN ACCOUNT SHOULD BE PAID IN FULL OR REFERRED OUTSIDE 
YOUR FIRM BY 150 DAYS
One of my CPA clients once remarked, “I can’t wait until you get my receivables under control so 
that I can put the money that I’m paying you into marketing. ” Although I didn’t stay with his firm 
on a per diem basis after solving his initial problems — a practice I often follow with my 
collection clients — I did stay at another company long enough to see them turn their former 
collection time, money, and energy into a marketing machine.
Although not the focus of this book, I want to devote a little space to the value of keeping to the 
six-month deadline for referring accounts outside your firm in order to have more time for client 
education and development.
When I first started at one of my home heating oil clients, I had them complete the exercise in 
Chapter 1, “The 1, 2, 3’s of Clients, Customers, and Collections” (Exhibit 1-3). What they 
discovered was that the primary characteristics of their poor customers were that they didn’t pay 
promptly, of course, but more importantly, they constantly let themselves run out of fuel by not 
calling for deliveries on time, and also had repeated nighttime service calls because excessive 
runouts damaged their heating equipment.
Since they generally did not have the money to pay for their fuel deliveries before they ran dry and 
damaged their systems, they were very labor-intensive customers for everyone from the credit 
manager to the service manager. As I made my client see the wisdom in terminating these poor 
customers, his entire company became more efficient, and the owner had more time to develop a 
marketing plan to secure excellent customers — high volume fuel users who pay promptly and 
have minimal service problems.
With time to think and explore, he hit on a fuel oil gold mine when he bid on — and won — a 
contract to fuel most of the excursion and fishing boats in his seaside town. Not only did they use 
a lot of fuel, pay for it on time, and service their own equipment, they gave my client a simple and 
steady source of income during the summer months when very few of his homeowner customers 
needed fuel.
We knew we were on the right track when the service technicians started complaining that the lack 
of poor customers was cutting into their overtime pay because there were fewer nighttime 
emergencies. You can see then that purging your client base can have far-reaching effects beyond 
your collection team. Marketing efforts, client work, and administrative support all benefit from 
the new-found efficiency.
Whether you want to spend time on client development, catch up on your reading, or streamline 
your office operations, referring delinquent accounts outside your firm by 150 days can bring 
increased energy to your business.
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HOW AND WHEN TO USE A COLLECTION AGENCY OR ATTORNEY
Before I began my collection consulting and training business, I worked for a collection agency for 
seven years, so I know how accounts get there and what happens to them once they did get there. 
As a collector, I worked for clients who referred the agency over $1,000,000 per year in bad debt 
accounts as well as clients who referred $10,000 per year.
As a collector on commission, it wasn’t hard to decide whose accounts I should work most 
thoroughly. As a collector, I also liked accounts ranging in amounts from $250 to $1,000 — large 
enough to generate a reasonable commission but small enough to encourage debtors to pay.
That is why a lot of collection agencies solicit clients that have high dollar volume but moderate 
dollar amounts — clients such as hospitals, utilities, and cable TV companies. Most CPA firms 
don’t fit this profile, but as a CFO, your company might.
My preference for my low dollar volume, moderate dollar amount clients — including CPA firms 
— has always been an attorney. Some attorneys specialize in collection during their entire careers; 
some do collection in addition to other work. Who you will choose will probably depend on 
geography, since you’ll want to use an attorney in your area regardless of his specialty.
Since collection agencies and attorneys will both charge you a fee — generally one-third — if they 
collect your account, many smaller businesspeople prefer to go to small claims court themselves. 
Although the filing fees are low, the appearance is time-consuming. I generally advise clients to 
go to small claims court before they file against their own debtors, observe the process, and decide 
if it’s a solution for them.
Whether you choose a collection agency, an attorney, or small claims court, the most important 






As all solo practitioners know, finding comprehensive and affordable health insurance is quite a 
challenge. Much like my “Tale of Two CPAs” in Chapter 1, I also have a “Tale of Two 
Insurance Agents,” resulting from my own search for health insurance for the self-employed. 
Although they represented different plans, both agents were referrals from business colleagues, so 
I decided to make a comparison.
Agent A returned my call promptly but I could hear the disappointment — bordering on annoyance 
— in his voice when he discovered I was a one-person business. Nevertheless, I asked for an 
appointment one morning the following week, but he told me he only met with “people like me” 
after 5:00 p.m., so that he could meet with larger companies during the business day. Only the 
crucial need for health insurance drove me to his office one evening the next week where he 
hurriedly and indifferently explained the policy and took my application.
When Agent B returned my call, I quickly made clear that I was a sole proprietor, but he said he’d 
be delighted to meet with a business owner of any size company. At our meeting, he patiently and 
thoroughly interviewed me and detailed the coverage. When he inadvertently missed one original 
signature, he sent his secretary to my then home office to obtain it.
Agent A classified me as mediocre or poor simply because I was self-employed, while Agent B 
gained a client who, although small, was on the insurance committee for a statewide business 
association and invited him to bid.
WHAT MAKES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF CLIENTS
Although you should always be alert to the red flags that indicate a troublesome potential client, 
you should avoid classifying clients until they give you a reason to do so. Before proceeding 
further with this chapter, take a moment to review Exhibit 1-3 for characteristics of your client 
base. Although your best clients may keep good records, return phone calls, and generally value 
your service, that does not guarantee that they will be a hassle-free client.
One of my insurance agency clients has as one of their clients a construction company that never 
pays its bills on time, primarily because the general contractor doesn’t pay them on time. 
Nevertheless, the insurance agency considers them an excellent client because every time they 
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construct a building, they refer the new occupants to the insurance agency for their general 
liability insurance. Their referral potential negates their slow payment and saves the insurance 
agency a lot of marketing effort.
Another one of my client’s customers, a home heating oil user, had always been an excellent 
customer — ordering fuel, authorizing service, and paying bills all in a timely manner. When I 
began noticing that she ordered less fuel, canceled her annual service, and didn’t pay within 30 
days, I called her and made the statement that I always make when I’m not sure what is going on: 
“It’s very unusual that your account isn’t up-to-date.”
I let that hang in the air to see if she’d say anything to help me and was taken aback when she 
started to cry — not a quiet whimper but gut-wrenching sobs. I couldn’t even interrupt to say I’d 
call her back another time, so I just listened to her cry and then she told me the story. Her 
husband had recently been put on a kidney dialysis machine, they had just returned from the three- 
hour round trip to the inner city hospital, she opened her mail to find still another piece of 
paperwork from the disability insurance company, and then I called ever so politely looking for 
money. She just wasn’t used to being “poor” and didn’t know what to do.
On the strength of her previous relationship, I told her that we’d carry her until the disability 
insurance kicked in and then we’d make a reasonable payment plan. When she was able to send 
her first payment, a gracious thank-you note accompanied it. Very soon she was back in good 
standing as an excellent customer.
By constantly reviewing your client base, finding redeeming qualities in less than excellent clients, 
and monitoring backsliding clients, you can control the reversals of fortune that sometimes 
overtake your clients’ lives temporarily.
WHY SATISFIED CLIENTS PAY THEIR BILLS
Because I understand collection and billing, I’m often asked by family or friends to “take a quick 
look at this bill.” Nearly every Thanksgiving dinner ends with apple pie and Medicare 
paperwork. During one of my recent holiday help sessions, my elderly mother plucked an 
ophthalmologist’s bill from the pile and said, “Figure out this one first. If I owe him anything I 
want to pay it right away. I really like him. ”
Always eager to prove one of my collection theories, I asked her what about this doctor made her 
like him so much and want to pay him so promptly. “Well,” she explained, “he and his nurse are 
both very polite, they never keep me waiting, and they have their own parking lot.” Quality of 
care didn’t even enter into her reasons for paying him because she knew she could get that 
anywhere, but his attitude, staff, and environment made all the difference to her.
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In Chapter 1 we talked about how professional presentation literature, a pleasant office 
environment, and state-of-the-art computerization can engender confidence in your firm. Because 
clients understand little of the financial work that CPAs do and assume that all CPAs adhere to the 
same standards, they often get a favorable or unfavorable impression from something that you 
might consider insignificant.
Thank You Letter
Appendix page A-4 contains a sample of what I call my “Thank You Letter.” Although I send it 
primarily to new clients after they acknowledge an engagement letter or complete a credit 
application, it can easily be adapted for ongoing thanks, much like the “Prompt Payer Letter.” 
Very often if clients or customers fall on temporary hard times, they’ll remember how much you 
value them and pay you before anyone else.
Whether you send thank you letters, have a comfortable reception room, validate parking, or just 
try hard to be pleasant every day, these things make clients happy and happy clients pay their bills.
WHY YOUR BEST CLIENTS ARE YOUR FIRST SOURCE
OF GOOD NEW CLIENTS
In Chapter 1, we talked about thanking clients for their referrals as a way to generate new clients, 
but how can you make sure your new accounts are quality clients? Think of the last time you 
referred one of your clients to an attorney, for example. Wouldn’t you be embarrassed if your 
referral didn’t pay the attorney? Would you be equally embarrassed if your referral thought the 
attorney was incompetent? Upstanding businesspeople and individuals safeguard their referrals 
because they reflect on their own reputations. If you receive a referral from a respected client, 
chances are very good that the new client will be a quality account.
How can you make sure that your best clients give you referrals? Very often, once a professional 
relationship has existed for quite a while, both parties think that the other has enough business. 
Even if you exchange “thank you” notes, they generally end up in a file or — even worse — a 
wastebasket after generating a brief moment of goodwill.
One of my service provider clients had the great idea to let the “thank you” itself generate the 
referrals. Instead of sending a letter, they send a small but attention-getting plant for the reception 
area. When new or existing clients would comment on the arrangement and ask where they could 
get one, my client would say, “My attorney sent it to me to thank me for helping him with his 
business.”
If the client is in the market for an attorney, he will generally ask for the name right then and 
there. The concept works just as well with individuals, except in that case my client sent a small 
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gourmet breakfast basket as a “thank you.” Since a lot of visiting and entertaining often revolves 
around the kitchen, the basket attracted a lot of attention and everyone wanted to know where they 
could get one. (Do not send the basket to an office because it will end up in the employee 
lunchroom and then clients will never see it!)
What if you don’t have a budget for client development? In Chapter 8, “Collecting from 
Companies vs. Individuals,” we’ll explore bartering as a way of settling a debt. Meanwhile, if 
you have a client who has little money but plenty of inventory, you might want to consider taking 
“thank you” items in lieu of payment.
Whether you exchange verbal referrals, send “thank you” letters or items, or send one-time 
bartered tokens, reminding your best clients that you value them will generate a steady stream of 
referrals and good new clients.
CLASSIFICATION OF DEBTORS
Among your poor, mediocre, and even excellent clients, you’re going to find personalities and 
circumstances that will make collection a challenge. Some clients may think that because they 
give you a lot of referrals they can take their time paying their own bill; some may shift from 
excellent to mediocre and even to poor due to layoffs or illness.
Five Categories
While you have hopefully terminated the poorest of the poor clients, you’ll still find that within the 
three categories of excellent, mediocre, and poor, you can further classify debtors into five 
pigeonholes:
■ Debtors who want to have power over you,
■ Debtors who scream,
■ Debtors who are silent,
■ Debtors who want to bargain, and
■ Debtors who have seasonal income.
(See Exhibit 3-1 for a classification of debtors to reference easily as you continue this book.)
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Debtors who want to demonstrate power over you are very often wealthy and/or egotistical people 
who are used to ordering people around. As a professional service provider, you can’t really be 
ordered to do anything, so the only way these people have of demonstrating power over you is to 
withhold money. These debtors will think nothing of delaying thousands of dollars in accounting 
fees while they question a $10 courier or photography charge.
Screamers are rarely upset over anything that has to do with the debt. Much like the sobbing wife 
of the kidney dialysis patient in a previous section, they’re generally worked up over something 
else and you get caught in the middle. If you can solve or at least understand their other 
problems, you’ll be on your way to getting paid.
Debtors who are silent are often former screamers who have calmed down and then don’t know 
what to say or do. They may also be clients who don’t understand the services and/or the bill and 
are too embarrassed to ask questions. Getting silent debtors talking about anything will loosen 
them up and let you introduce your agenda.
Bargainers are actually great debtors because if you can hold up your end of the deal, they’ll have 
no excuse not to pay you. Unfortunately, the bargainer is often the silent type until you can draw 
the deal out of him. The hardest part of collecting from the bargainer is getting to the deal.
Debtors who have seasonal income may not seem to fit with power trippers, screamers, silent 
types, and bargainers since their personality doesn’t dictate the seasonality of their business. The 
reason I include them here is because, conversely, seasonal businesses often encourage people to 
use seasonality as an excuse for non-payment. In that sense they become much like the bargainer 
whose deal is, “If you agree to wait, then I’ll agree to pay.”
By determining which of the five types of debtors you have and following specific techniques for 
each type, you’ll find that you only need five “scripts” for your collection conversations.
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EXHIBIT 3-1
Classification of Debtors
1. Debtors who demonstrate power over you
2. Debtors who scream
3. Debtors who are silent
4. Debtors who want to bargain
5. Debtors who have seasonal income
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CHAPTER 4
WHAT TO DO FOR EACH TYPE OF DEBTOR
INTRODUCTION
When I present this material in a public seminar — especially when I speak to non-accounting 
professionals — I generally title the program, “How to Talk to People Who Owe You Money.” A 
lot of small businesspeople who wear many hats find the terms “credit” and “collection” 
intimidating so they won’t sign up for a course they often need desperately.
Once everyone gets settled, I ask them to take a pen to the title page of their handout, cross out 
“Talk to” and write in “Listen to.” The name of the presentation has now become, “How to 
Listen to People Who Owe You Money.” Then I ask them how many people would have 
registered if that was the title on the flyer. I generally don’t get one person to raise their hand.
Next I tell them an anecdote that compares listening to debtors with lifeguarding on a beach. I 
once asked a teenage neighbor if he didn’t catch a chill jumping in and out of the water on the cool 
fall days when our area beaches are still open. He said if you’re a good lifeguard, you have 
control of your beach, stop potential problems while the beachgoers are still in shallow water, and 
never have to get wet.
I’ve always liked the analogy between collectors and lifeguards. A good collector (or business 
owner) has control of his client base, listens to debtors while their problems are still small, and 
should never find himself in deep water over money. If you take the time to listen to debtors, 
you’ll very often find the solution to the problem in their own statements.
HOW TO LISTEN TO PEOPLE WHO OWE YOU MONEY
When I took a psychology course in graduate school, one of the requirements was participation in 
private counseling sessions with a nearby psychologist. At the time, I was more concerned with 
finishing my Master’s Degree than deriving any personal benefit, but as I looked back on those 
sessions with the psychologist and reviewed the notes from the course, I realize that I was 
subconsciously using a lot of the same techniques with my debtors. It’s important to realize here 
that debtors do not necessarily have psychological problems, but that the methods that 
psychologists use to elicit information from people can be very helpful with debtors.
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Let the Debtor Talk
Encouraging a debtor to talk can release any pent-up anger about the debt or other issues and 
provide valuable information about his finances or other circumstances. I generally start out by 
identifying myself and saying something neutral like, “I’m just calling to see how we can resolve 
your account with us.” Then I listen to their response to determine what type of debtor they are 
and what “script” I’ll need to use to obtain payment.
Very often the debtor won’t give me enough information in his first response, so I have to use the 
“echo technique” or the “oh” technique to get more details without putting any of my own ideas 
into the debtor’s mind.
Echo Technique
With the “echo technique” you simply repeat the debtor’s response back to him to keep the 
conversation moving along. If he says, “I’d like to pay you if business were better,” you respond, 
“I understand that you’d like to pay me if business were better.” The debtor now knows it’s his 
turn to talk again and will generally say something new. The “oh” technique works in much the 
same way, except instead of repeating the debtor’s response back to him, you reply, “Oh?” or 
“Mmm” or “I see.” Again the debtor knows it’s his turn to contribute.
Avoid "But"
If you do have to use a complete sentence occasionally, the most important word to avoid is “but.” 
Say the following sentences aloud:
■ I’d like to do this new project for you but I’ll need a payment on your old balance first.
■ I’d like to do this new project for you and I’ll need a payment on your old balance first.
The second sentence sounds more positive and avoids the negative connotations that we’ve 
associated with the word “but” since childhood: “You can use the car but...,” “You can go to the 
concert but...,” “You can stay out til midnight but....”
Let Debtor Repeat Problem
Encouraging a debtor to repeat a problem will often help him solve it himself. Every response he 
makes to you will be a little different and will get you a little closer to a solution. “I’d like to pay 
you if business gets better” may become, “I’d like to pay you when business gets better.” Now 
you can focus on a time period and maybe even a definite date. Perhaps you’ll find that what you 
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thought was an angry client is actually a seasonal client. Now you know you have to change 
“scripts.”
Dealing With Silence
Understanding a debtor’s silence is the most difficult task for a collector because we don’t know if 
the debtor is genuinely confused or if he is what I call a “professional debtor” who knows we are 
trying to get him to talk.
The way I determine the difference is that if I throw out my first question and get a genuine 
silence, I know I have a confused debtor; if I get “Oh?” or “Mmm” or “I see” back, I know I 
have a “professional debtor.” Generally, the only remedy for a “professional debtor” is quick 
collection agency or attorney action — and they won’t always be successful either.
Eliciting a "Yes"
Much as our childhood was punctuated with “but,” it was more often peppered with “no.” “No” 
if you ran out in the street, “No” if you went near a hot stove, “No” if you petted a strange dog. 
Just as “no” conjures up negative thoughts, “yes” can put a debtor in a positive mood.
When I reach an ornery debtor, I try to ask them three questions that will get a yes. Try this after 
next tax season:
■ Aren’t you relieved that we got your tax return filed on time? “Yes.”
■ Aren’t you glad that winter is finally over? “Yes.”
■ Aren’t you looking forward to playing some golf? “Yes.”
Although you may have to adapt the weather and leisure questions to your part of the country, 
once a debtor has said “yes” three times, they are generally in a better mood than they were when 
you first called.
By mastering some psychological techniques to elicit information from debtors and to put them in 
a positive frame of mind, you’ll be able to spot potential problems faster and help them to find 
their solutions. (Exhibit 4-1 summarizes these techniques for quick reference as you continue this 
book.)
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EXHIBIT 4-1
How to Listen to People Who Owe You Money
1. Encouragement of debtor to talk to release anger and provide information
2. Use of “echo technique” and “Oh” technique
3. Elimination of “but” in favor of “and”
4. Encouragement of debtor to repeat problem and help solve it
5. Recognition of silence as confusion
6. Importance of getting three “yes’s” from a debtor
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HOW TO CONVINCE THE CLIENT THAT THE DEBT WON'T GO AWAY
Before continuing with this chapter, take a look at Exhibit 4-2A and fill in your responses. Most 
people complete the exercise in the following manner:




If you had one or more options other than budget payments — Good for You! You’re thinking 
“outside the box.” To be successful in collecting money, you have to have a variety of options 
ready to present to the debtor and you have to let them know that the options are available. Most 
debtors won’t ask.
Three Options
The three options I’ve found that most debtors can successfully exercise are:
■ Making budget payments,
■ Paying by credit card, or
■ Borrowing money from a family member or friend.
When I speak with a debtor who can’t pay in full, I generally say, “I’d be glad to work out a 
payment plan or perhaps you could borrow the money from someone. We also take credit card 
payments.” Perhaps the debtor didn’t know that budget payments were acceptable. They may 
have also been surprised to find out that they can pay by credit card, especially if your firm or 
business is small. Even if they can’t or won’t borrow money, they’ll know you’re serious about 
getting paid if you would make that suggestion.
Once you have your options ready and have presented them to the debtor, your follow-up must 
convince them that you’re not going away. Even if they can’t make a decision on the spot, I offer 
the following compromise, “Why don’t you review your finances tonight and I’ll call you 
tomorrow to see which option you’ve picked.”
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EXHIBIT 4-2A
What Would You Do?
You have called a client to ask for a payment of a $100 bill and he or she says that it is not 
possible to pay the bill in full at this time. List three options that you could offer to assist the 





What Will You Accept?
List three (or more) payment methods (other than those in Exhibit 4-2A) that might be unique to 
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I don’t say “what you’re going to do”; I stress “which option you’ve picked.” I want them to end 
the conversation knowing that they must pick one option tomorrow. Now the onus is on you to 
definitely follow up when you said you would. Even if they dodge the call, you’ll reinforce your 
commitment to collecting the debt.
We’ll talk more about payment options in Chapter 5, “Telephone Techniques,” and you’ll learn 
more alternatives from case studies throughout the remainder of the clinic, but meanwhile, be 
thinking and making notes in Exhibit 4-2B about payment methods that might be unique to your 
firm or business.
WHY YOU SHOULDN’T ASK A CLIENT A "YES" OR "NO" QUESTION
Once you have your payment options ready, you may have to open the conversation with specific 
questions to decide what type of debtor they are and what alternative may be best for them. 
Exhibit 4-3 asks you to reword the question, “Can you send me a check for this balance?” in such 
a way that the debtor cannot answer “Yes” or “No.”
Try to fill in your responses before proceeding with this chapter. Most people complete the 
exercise this way:
Question: Can you send me a check for this balance?
1. WHEN CAN I EXPECT A CHECK?
2. WHO’S RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING THE BILL?
3. WHY HASN’T THE BILL BEEN PAID?
All are good answers that will result in a debtor giving you a date, a person’s name, or an excuse. 
The reason you don’t want a debtor to answer “Yes” or “No” to the question, “Can you send me 
a check for this balance?” is because if they say “Yes,” it may be a lie, and if they say “No,” you 
have to think of the next thing to say.
Remember the ideal title for my seminar, “How to Listen to People Who Owe You Money.” 
You don’t want to punctuate the conversation with “Yes” and “No.” You want to give them a 
chance to tell you a story.
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EXHIBIT 4-3
What Would You Say?
Rewrite the following question three different ways so that the debtor cannot answer “Yes” or
“No”:
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Five W's and H
Since asking these open-ended questions is critical to a collector’s success, I do a verbal exercise 
in my stand-up presentation that tends to cement this concept in participants’ minds. I ask them to 
think back to sixth grade English class. (This usually gets a chuckle from the over-40 crowd but 
then one of them generally knows the answer!)
I ask them to remember when their teacher wanted to do a lesson on journalism and told them that 
to be a good little cub reporter they had to ask five questions. Someone immediately jumps up and 
says, “Who, Why, When, What, and Where!’’ Then someone adds, “What about ‘How’?” My 
own sixth grade English teacher used to call them “5 W’s and H.”
If you can begin a question to a debtor with any one of those words, you’ve got a story that will 
help you classify them and suggest payment options to them. Since we’ve already come up with 
questions for “When,” “Who,” and “Why” above, let’s think of questions for “What,” “Where,” 
and “How.”
I actually gave you a “How” question in a previous chapter when I asked, “How can we resolve 
this balance?” This is a particularly good opener if you’re new to the collection business or new 
to a group of accounts because the debtor could easily respond, “I have my canceled check. You 
must have misapplied the payment.” At least you didn’t say, “When can I expect a check?” You 
can use “What” in a similar way: “What can we do to resolve this balance?” “Where,” however, 
is a little trickier. It deserves a paragraph all of its own.
Where
Unless you have a location where clients or customers can physically drop off checks, it’s hard to 
use “Where” as an opening line. If you have more than one location, however, you might ask, 
“Where did you send the check?” If you do have a drop-off spot, a good way to use “Where” and 
give the debtor a sense of choice is to say, “Where will you be bringing the check — to our office 
or the post office?”
Much like “and” vs. “but” in a previous chapter, the word “or” has a positive connotation 
because it implies choice. The debtor has usually mailed the check before they realize that both 
choices meant money for you! “Where” is also a good way to make a connection between non­
payment and no products or services.
One seminar participant who repossessed cars said he asked, “Where are you currently garaging 
your ’87 Toyota Corolla?” In a more extreme example, one seminar attendee claimed that she 
asked her electric company debtors, “Where do you keep your candles?” While I don’t advise the 
latter, her comment did make the exercise stick in everyone’s mind!
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EXHIBIT 4-4
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Before finishing this section, make sure you have a question beginning with one of the “5W’s and 
H” for easy reference. (Some collectors keep this in the little drawer that pulls out from under 
their phone in case they draw a blank.)
PLAY TO WIN AT "IF THEY SAY... THEN YOU SAY..."
Now that you’ve learned the importance of listening to people who owe you money, and you’ve 
prepared some payment options that you can offer to debtors, and you’ve rehearsed your open- 
ended questions, you’re ready to write a script for the five classifications of debtors:
■ Debtors who want to have power over you,
■ Debtors who scream,
■ Debtors who are silent,
■ Debtors who want to bargain, and
■ Debtors who have seasonal income.
To get you started, review the brief scripts in Exhibit 4-5, and pencil in what you think you would 
say or do next. As we write a longer script for each type, you may be surprised to find that your 
instincts have been right all along — they just need a little fine-tuning.
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EXHIBIT 4-5
If They Say... Then You Say...
Collector: This is Kathy from____________________________________________ regarding
your overdue balance of $100.




Collector: This is Kathy from____________________________________________ regarding
your overdue balance of $100.
Debtor: (Screaming) I can’t believe you people are still calling me about that bill! Where 




Collector: This is Kathy from _______________________________________ ___
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Collector:
Collector: This is Kathy from____________________________________________ regarding
your overdue balance of $100.
Debtor: I would gladly pay you if ...
Collector:
***********************************
Collector: This is Kathy from _______________________________________________
regarding your overdue balance of $100.
Debtor: I know it’s only September but my greenhouse business really picks up again 
around Thanksgiving.
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HOW TO BECOME ADEPT AT DERAILING THE POWER TRIPPER
If your first instinct was to write off the $9.95 courier charge, you’re absolutely right. Why hold 
up payment of $90.05 for the sake of $9.95? We have already discussed the rate at which money 
declines in value, so depending on when you make this call, you may have already lost $9.95 
anyway.
While working for my home heating oil client, I run into a lot of power trippers — generally very 
wealthy people — who say, “I didn’t pay that bill because you charged me for two hours of a 
service technician’s time when I timed him and I know he was only here for an hour and 55 
minutes.” I used to engage in power struggles with these customers, especially since I knew they 
could afford to pay the bill, until I realized that as long as I got them to pay, I did indeed win. By 
quickly agreeing to reduce their bill by the value of five minutes’ time — less than $5 — 1 
completely disarmed them and left them with no reason not to pay.
Sometimes it was not within my power to adjust the bill, such as in the case of a subcontracting 
plumber or electrician. Rather than waste time trying to convince the subs to address their bill, I 
would offer the customer a company baseball hat or T-shirt for their inconvenience. Even 
millionaires love free stuff!
Once we settled the disputed charge, I would revert to my open-ended questions — the 5 W’s and 
H — to continue the conversation. Exhibit 4-5A has a sample script for the power tripper. 
Incidentally, once he’s had the satisfaction of “beating you” once, the power tripper generally 
moves on to a new challenge.
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EXHIBIT 4-5A
Collector: This is Kathy from_____________________ regarding your overdue balance of
$100.
Debtor I’m not paying the $100 because I think the $9.95 courier charge is ridiculous.
Collector: How about if I write off that small charge?
Debtor: Uh, gee, I guess that would be OK.
Collector: Now that we’ve agreed on that, when can I expect the balance of $90.05?
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WHY YOU SHOULD LET AN EXCITED CLIENT TALK FOR A WHILE
If your initial inclination was to wait for the client to calm down, you’re definitely correct. You 
know you can’t have a productive conversation until the client can absorb your end of it. If you 
listen carefully, you’ll probably discover that he’s not upset about the debt at all — but at 
something else occurring in his life.
The client in Exhibit 4-5B is an example of a script for a screamer. By waiting for him to calm 
down and listening extremely carefully, it is not hard to determine that he is more upset about his 
granddaughter’s arrest than his unpaid bill. Once you acknowledge what is really bothering the 
client, you can choose to continue the conversation or defer your dialogue to a time when he might 
be more receptive.
Occasionally, once you calm an excited client, they become a silent client. If they have to stop 
screaming and make sense, they often run out of steam and are at a loss for words. You may have 
to combine scripts here if a client jumps from one pigeonhole to the next in mid-stream.
To continue the conversation as the client calms down, the best technique I’ve ever heard is to 
lower your voice almost to a whisper. This compels the client to stay calm and quiet so he can 
hear what you’re saying. Once you’re able to continue, you can ask open-ended questions, 
especially if the client becomes the silent type.
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EXHIBIT 4-5B
Collector: This is Kathy from_____________________regarding your overdue balance of
$100.
Debtor: I can’t believe you people are still calling me about that bill! Where do you get off 
calling me for a lousy $100? Why should I pay you?
Collector: (Wait for debtor to calm down. Then say — in a very soft voice) What can I do to 
make you feel better about paying this bill?
Debtor: Nothing could make me feel better today. I just got a call from my son saying that 
my granddaughter’s been arrested down south and he needs $1,000 for bail!
Collector: Now that we know what’s really got you so upset, how much money will you have 
left after you help out your son?
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HOW TO GET A SILENT CLIENT TO TALK TO YOU
If your first thought was to ask the client some open-ended questions, you’ve been paying 
attention. You may not get him to be chatty, but you’ll at least get more than “Yes,” “No,” or 
silence. The more questions you ask, the likelier it is that each answer will be more helpful.
Whether you have a bona fide silent type or a screamer who has calmed down, you’re going to 
have to work at getting your money. True silence is almost always a sign of confusion as opposed 
to the manipulative silence of a “professional debtor.”
One of my personal service clients in turn had a client who got way behind in her bills when her 
husband left her with their business debts and three small children. Her silence was due to the fact 
that, like most people who find themselves temporarily on hard times, she didn’t know how to be 
poor!
When I finally coaxed the story out of her and offered her a reasonable payment plan, she became 
my friend for life. When her income tax refund arrived, instead of spreading the money around to 
other creditors, she sent it all to me along with a thank you card for being the only collector who 
tried to help her rather than just get their money.
As you can see from Exhibit 4-5C, scripts for silent types can be quite lengthy. You’ll probably 
use all 5 W’s and one H before you reach a satisfactory conclusion. Another effective technique 
to use here might be the “3 Yes’s” to make them responsive and positive at the beginning of the 
conversation.
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EXHIBIT 4-5C
Collector: This is Kathy from_____________________ regarding your overdue balance of
$100.
Debtor: (Silence)
Collector: How can I help you resolve this balance?
Debtor: I dunno.
Collector: What is keeping you from paying the bill?
Debtor: No money.
Collector: How about setting up a payment plan or borrowing the money from someone? We 
take credit card payments now, too.
Debtor: Cards are maxed.
Collector: That still leaves a budget plan or a small loan.
Debtor: Probably hafta borrow.
Collector: Why don’t I give you 24 hours to review your finances? I’ll call you about this 
time tomorrow to see which one you’ve picked.
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HOW TO WIN AN ARGUMENT WITH A CLIENT
If your initial inclination was to do whatever the client wanted, you’re almost right. If the request 
is reasonable and within your authority, granting it is an easy way to get your money. If the 
bargain is more complicated and involves permission from someone else in your firm or company, 
your part of the deal could be to look into a possible solution upon receipt of a good faith 
payment.
Much like our power tripper, the key to collecting from a bargaining client is to get to the deal as 
quickly as possible and then be able to keep up your end. Another client of my personal service 
client agreed to pay his son’s bill if I would write off the finance charges up front. Since I thought 
that the father keeping his word at all was a long shot, I did not agree to stop finance charges from 
accumulating but to write them off before his final payment. Much to my surprise, he made all 
the payments — the final payment, less the finance charges, being quite small. This time it was 
my turn to send a thank-you note. I sent him a baseball hat as well.
When I collect money from my clients, I have carte blanche to make whatever deal I can to get the 
bill paid. If you supervise people who collect money, you have to give them a lot of latitude to be 
able to make deals while they have the client on the phone. One of the collectors that I monitored 
at a client’s office had to ask permission to write off anything over $10; I got the cut-off amount 
raised to $35 and collections — as well as the collector’s attitude — improved.
Exhibit 4-5D gives an example of a situation in which the collector has to ask permission to keep 
her end of the bargain. Think of the callbacks and follow-up time that could have been saved if 
the collector had been able to make the deal on the spot. “Empowerment” has become a trendy 
and overused word in the Nineties, so I’ll only include it once here — where it really counts.
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EXHIBIT 4-5D
Collector: This is Kathy from_____________________regarding your overdue balance of
$100.
Debtor: I would gladly pay this bill if ... you would write off the accumulated finance 
charges.
Collector: The $100 is almost all finance charges from your previous balances. I’ll have to get 
permission to write off that much money.
Debtor: Send a corrected bill when you get the OK.
Collector: At least $25 of the balance is not finance charges. Why don’t you send me $25 and 
I’ll ask permission to write off the rest.
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HOW TO GAIN CONTROL OF YOUR SEASONAL CLIENTS
This might be the only script you got wrong. If your first instinct was to wait, you may think you 
don’t have any other options. One of the costliest mistakes that we make as collectors is thinking 
that clients have to pay after we bill them. Why not get a retainer or deposit during their busy 
season when they have a lot of money?*
* Be sure to properly account for retainers and deposits.
You might not think of a commercial laundry as being a seasonal business, but since they supplied 
bed and table linens to ski areas they certainly were. By cleaning up the previous year’s bills and 
obtaining a deposit for the next year’s bill simultaneously, I was able to bill them when they had 
money not after I provided the linen.
Since not every business has the cash flow to pay two years’ bills at one time, I often employ 
“COD plus” to catch them up. I make each delivery COD plus money against the old balance; 
then when we reach a zero balance, I make each delivery COD plus payments toward the future 
balance. It generally only takes one seasonal cycle for clients to catch up. Clients are also very 
receptive to the idea once they know it’s an option.
Another approach to a seasonal business appears in Exhibit 4-5E. Instead of “COD plus,” a 
promissory note is means for catch-up. These techniques work equally well with individual clients 
who are employees of seasonal businesses and whose incomes are erratic due to alternating layoffs 
and overtime.
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EXHIBIT 4-5E
Collector: This is Kathy from_____________________regarding your overdue balance of
$100.
Debtor: I know it’s only September but my greenhouse business usually picks up again 
around Thanksgiving.
Collector: What could you give me right now?
Debtor: I can barely make payroll in the early fall.
Collector: Why don’t you come into the office and sign a promissory note for this year’s 
balance and when you pay that in November you can give me a retainer toward next 
year’s account.
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HOW TO TAKE COMMAND OF CLIENTS WHO WANT TO CLOSE THEIR 
ACCOUNT BECAUSE THEY OWE MONEY
What about clients who think that the easiest way to make their debt go away is to stop doing 
business with you — or at least threaten to do so? They may think you’ll be so upset to lose them 
that you’ll do whatever they want — including reducing or eliminating the debt.
Even before you try to decide what to say to the client, remember: YOU SHOULD NEVER BE 
AFRAID TO LOSE A CLIENT WHO DOESN’T WANT TO PAY YOU! I’ll often start out by 
calling their bluff and saying, “I’m sorry to hear that. You realize as a non-client now, your 
balance is due and payable immediately.”
Right away they know that closing their account won’t help. I might also think about where the 
client falls in my “excellent/mediocre/poor” scale when I’m trying to decide whether or not to 
salvage the relationship.
Before proceeding with this section, review the mini scripts in Exhibit 4-6 and note what you 
would say or do next. Once again there is a script for each of the five classifications of debtors: 
the power trippers, the screamers, the silent types, the bargainers, and the seasonal clients. Let’s 
assume, for the purpose of this exercise, that they are clients that you do want to retain.
If you called everyone’s bluff and told them that as a non-client their balance is due immediately, 
you got four out of five correct. In the case of the silent type who just says, “I want to close my 
account,” I’d want to know why even if he wasn’t such a good client. He may not tell you the 
truth anyway but I’d still attempt to ask.
If it’s not a reason you can correct, such as a rude employee, for example, I’d revert to calling his 
bluff. Once you’ve established that closing an account will not eliminate a balance, you can 
continue with the familiar script for each type of debtor. (Refer to Exhibits 4-5A-E for detailed 
conversations.)
Whether you call the client’s bluff immediately or question him a little before doing so, remember 
that losing a client who won’t pay you is not really a loss at all.
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EXHIBIT 4-6
I Want to Close My Account
Debtor: I want to close my account because I don’t think you understand what a valuable
client I am.
Collector: ____________________________________________________________________
Debtor: I want to close my account because your junior associate was quite rude to me last
time we spoke. I really think he’s incompetent! I don’t like having my business 
handled by someone so inexperienced.
Collector: ____________________________________________________________________ .
Debtor: I want to close my account.
Collector: ____________________________________________________________________ .
Debtor: I want to close my account unless you lower your fees.
Collector: ____________________________________________________________________ .
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EXHIBIT 4-6A
Debtor: I want to close my account because I don’t think you understand what a valuable
client I am.
Collector: I’m sorry to hear that. You realize as a non-client your balance is due and payable
immediately.
Debtor: Well, I really thought you might want to do something about the way I feel.
Collector: How valuable do you think I feel when you don’t pay my bill? I’d be willing to
write off 10% to soothe your feelings. When can I expect the balance?
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EXHIBIT 4-6B
Debtor: I want to close my account because your junior associate was quite rude to me last 
time we spoke. I really think he is incompetent! I don’t like having my business 
handled by someone so inexperienced.
Collector: I’m sorry to hear that. You realize as a non-client your balance is due and payable 
immediately.
Debtor: I thought you might resume handling my account yourself.
Collector: Now that we know what’s really bothering you, one of the reasons I referred your 
account to a junior associate is because I don’t have time to keep calling you for 
money. When can I expect the balance?
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EXHIBIT 4-6C
Debtor: I want to close my account.
Collector: Why?
Debtor: My brother just became a CPA.
Collector: Good for him. You realize as a non-client your balance is due and payable 
immediately.
Debtor: Huh?
Collector: How can I help you resolve this balance before you transfer your account to your 
brother?
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EXHIBIT 4-6D
Debtor: I want to close my account unless you lower your fees.
Collector: I’m sorry to hear that. You realize as a non-client your balance is due and payable 
immediately.
Debtor: I thought you might want to give me a break rather than lose my business.
Collector: We’re already giving you a break by letting you owe us money for so long, but I’ll 
write off the finance charges if you’ll send a check for the principal balance today.
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EXHIBIT 4-6E
Debtor: I want to close my account because you don’t make any allowances for my having a 
seasonal business.
Collector: I’m sorry to hear that. You realize as a non-client your balance is due and payable 
immediately.
Debtor: I thought if I threatened to leave you might cut me some slack.
Collector: I’ve already cut you a lot of slack the past three seasons. Why don’t you come into 





In the very first chapter I told you about the CPA who would not ask his clients for money because 
they might think he needed it. For every business owner who won’t ask for money, there are just 
as many who can’t. I’ve been working for a personal service client for nine years. I had solved 
their collection problems after two. Why am I still there? The owners have assembled an 
outstanding group of customer service representatives who are so pleasant and have such congenial 
relationships with their clients that they can’t ask for money.
Consequently, I come in once a month and call the accounts that are over 30 days. They don’t 
have enough work for a full-time or even part-time collector and don’t want to combine collection 
with any other position. Yet they know that telephone calls are the lifeblood of their business so 
they keep me around to work two to three hours per month!
Much to their credit, this client never used letters in lieu of calls. After reading four chapters of 
this book, can you recall one mention of a collection letter? Although this chapter is about 
telephone techniques, it’s impossible to talk about the importance of telephone calls without 
contrasting them with the ineffectiveness of letters. (In Chapter 6, “Letter Techniques,” I’ll tell 
you how to write a collection letter, but only if you must!)
Think about what interferes with your life more — another piece of paper on the desk or a 
message on your answering machine. To collect money you have to get the debtor’s attention. A 
ringing telephone does that like no written word can.
Whether you don’t make collection calls because you won’t or you can’t, if you’ve read this far 
you know that my goal in this book is to get you — or someone — talking to your debtors so you 
can then listen to them.
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HOW TO MAKE A "COLLECTION" CALL BEFORE THE CLIENT
EVEN OWES YOU MONEY
A personal financial services firm engaged a collection consultant to assist them in recovering long 
overdue receivables. The principals thought asking for money would diminish their own 
professionalism and alienate their valuable clients. They further feared that their request for 
payment would indicate to their clients that they were having financial problems of their own.
Like the principals above, many businesspeople believe that collection efforts begin when a client 
does not pay the bill. In reality, however, the collection effort begins the minute you engage the 
client.
If you do not have a written policy outlining just how and when you will be paid for your services, 
your first step toward managing your receivables should be to write one. Give a copy of this 
policy to all new clients at the time of the first engagement and to all existing clients on the 
occasion of the next project.
During the next telephone call or meeting following the presentation of the policy, ask if the client 
has familiarized himself with it and clarify any payment questions. (If you’re a CFO who’s 
training her employees to collect from their customers, you might make a call after the invoice has 
been sent, but before it is due, to see if the Accounts Payable Department needs any further 
documentation to process the payment.)
It’s much better to find out at day five than at day 31 that the customer needs a proof of delivery, 
for example. Although it might not be feasible to call every customer at a large commercial 
business at day five, you could certainly begin by calling new and/or large accounts. (With 
especially important or sensitive customers, you may want to do this in person.)
By calling a client or customer early in the Credit and Collection Time Line to clarify your 
payment policies or double-check their payables requirements, you have actually made a 
“collection call’’ disguised as a “customer service” call and left the client or customer with the 
impression that timely payment is important to your firm or company.
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WHY IT TAKES NINE STEPS TO MAKE AN EFFECTIVE
COLLECTION CALL
Whether you’re a sole proprietor collecting fees from your clients or the CFO of a larger company 
training your employees to collect money from your customers, chances are very good that you, or 
someone who works for you, will be making some collection calls.
Although we’ve talked in great detail about how to handle the five different types of debtors, all of 
these conversations require the same preparation, content, and follow-up period. Here are nine 
guidelines for making a successful collection call:
1. Review the file
The quickest way to lose your advantage as a collector is to appear unprepared to the debtor. 
After you ask your opening question, such as, “How can we resolve this balance?” the first thing 
most debtors ask is, “What’s it for?” If you have to juggle file folders or change computer 
screens, the delay will cause you to appear disorganized and give the leverage to the debtor.
You have to be able to respond crisply, “The balance is for the tax return you picked up this past 
April 15th.” Reviewing the file not only prepares you for the call, it tells you what time of day to 
call to have a productive conversation; for example, late afternoon for an 11-7 shift employee.
It should also refresh your memory as to whether this debtor is a power tripper, a screamer, a 
silent type, a bargainer, or a seasonal client, so that you can mentally prepare your “script.”
As with most aspects of business life, making collection calls on Monday mornings and Friday 
afternoons is generally not a wise choice. If you’re calling individuals, however, Saturday 
morning is a much better time to call than the weekday dinner hour. With today’s families made 
up mostly of working adults and active children, early evening is chaotic in most households. On 
Saturday mornings, families relax more as they make their shopping lists over a second cup of 
coffee and, more importantly, they answer the phone because they’re trying to coordinate rides to 
children’s activities.
2. Set aside some time to make calls
Most of us have other responsibilities in addition to making collection calls and most of us would 
rather do anything other than make collection calls. Consequently, if we finish work at 4:00, we 
put off our collection calls until 3:00, and the next thing we know it’s time to go home!
Although I do enjoy making collection calls, I like having more variety to my day, so I tend to 
make my calls in one-hour blocks, depending on who I’m trying to reach. This works well in 
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offices where a collector has to take his turn fielding incoming calls so that his supervisor can 
arrange coverage for him for specific periods of time.
I also decide how long I’m going to spend on each call, particularly if I’m calling Accounts 
Payable Departments where I have a congenial relationship with their personnel, so that I don’t get 
sidetracked onto other issues — ongoing customer work, mutual acquaintances, slow economy, 
etc. If you plan your time wisely, a good collector can make 15-30 calls in an hour.
3. Make SURE YOU'RE IN A GOOD MOOD
Making collection calls is the only job I know where it’s OK to say, “I don’t feel like it today.” If 
you have a calm demeanor and upbeat attitude before beginning your calls, you’ll inject those 
qualities into your conversation. Conversely, if you had a fight with your spouse, a car accident, 
or root canal before work, you probably won’t make productive calls.
I’ve had some seminar participants say that they make their best collection calls when they’re 
aggravated because they need to be fired up just to have the courage to pick up the phone. If that 
works for you — fine. Just remember to use the fire in your belly but lose the chip on your 
shoulder.
4. Prepare alternatives to payment in full
In previous chapters we’ve discussed credit card payments, automatic withdrawals from bank 
accounts, bartering, budget plans, loans, settlements, and other payment options. Have three or 
four of these ready to counteract claims of cash flow problems or other excuses. While budget 
plans may seem to be the most uninspired of alternatives, they are genuinely the most workable.
A banker in one of my seminars told the story of his customer who was consistently late with a 
$160 loan payment. Since it was a small bank, the banker saw the customer come in once a week 
on payday, and one day decided to approach him. He asked the customer if, instead of paying 
$160 once a month, he could pay $50 every payday. The customer eagerly took him up on the 
offer, saying, “That $160 is a tough nut to make every month, but $50 a week is no problem at 
all.” True story! Now do the math. The customer saw $160 a month as overwhelming, but $200 
at $50 per week as doable. Many debtors cannot hold onto money for a month to amass a large 




5. Determine who is responsible for payment
You don’t want to waste time talking to someone who has no authority to generate a check; for 
example, husband vs. wife, bookkeeper vs. controller, chief financial officer vs. president. 
Although a household generally has only two choices of people responsible for paying a bill, a 
commercial business has many. One of the biggest mistakes that I find collectors make when 
calling business customers for payment is that they spend too much time mired in the Accounts 
Payable Department where employees generally have very little ability to say who gets paid. (In 
Chapter 11, “ARFU and Logging,” we’ll discuss how to get the right person in a company’s 
accounting hierarchy, but meanwhile, just get used to making calls at all!)
6. Ask open-ended questions
This is the point in the conversation to put the “5 W’s and H” question to work. Always begin the 
conversation with a question to which the client or customer must answer something other than 
“Yes” or “No”; for example, “How can we satisfy this overdue balance?” as opposed to, “Will 
you be able to send a payment this week?” Have one ready for “Who,” “Why,” “When,” 
“What,” “Where,” and “How” so that they just roll off your tongue during your dialogue with the 
debtor.
7. PAUSE AFTER YOUR QUESTIONS
Collection is a lot like sales. In fact, your job is to “sell” the client or customer on the idea of 
paying their bill. In sales, the first person to respond or give a figure generally loses. After you 
ask your open-ended questions, pause. The silence will prompt the debtor to respond with helpful 
information; for example, cash flow problems, dissatisfaction with service, death in the family, 
etc.
If you adhere to my philosophy of “listening to people who owe you money,” the debtor will 
probably give you a solution after one or two questions. Unfortunately, pausing for five seconds 
often feels like an hour. I sometimes hit the “mute” button on my phone so that the debtor can’t 
hear me breathing. I also count on my fingers, “one, two, three, four, five” so that I know when 
it’s my turn to talk again.
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8. Use "guilt" words in your conversation
Remember when your mother or father would say, “Kathleen, I’m so disappointed in you.” It still 
works! Think of how the following two statements make you feel:
■ “I guess you’re not going to pay your bill. ”
■ “I guess you’re not going to honor your obligation to our company. ”
Doesn’t the second sentence appeal to your self-worth rather than to your empty wallet? Here’s 
how I use some of the “guilt” words in my conversations so that my clients or customers 
understand that there is a relationship at stake.
■ “We cannot continue to provide service if you do not HONOR our payment policies. ”
■ “I’ve left messages for you several times and I’d appreciate the COURTESY of a return 
phone call.”
■ “It sounds like you don’t feel any RESPONSIBILITY to our company.”
■ “I thought I was doing business with a company that prided itself on its INTEGRITY.”
■ “I released the credit hold on your account because you promised to send me a check and then 
you DISAPPOINTED me. ”
■ “I’m sorry that you don’t feel any OBLIGATION to our company after we kept our end of 
the bargain. ”
Another effective way to use “guilt” words is to play “good cop, bad cop.” In collection, the 
collector is the “good cop” and his boss is the “bad cop.” His opening sentence would begin in 
this vein:
“This is Kevin Scott from Kelleher and Kelleher, CPAs. Ms. Kelleher asked me to give you a call 
about your overdue balance.” This introduction gives the debtor the impression that the “bad 
cop,” Ms. Kelleher, is too aggravated to call him personally, but that the debtor may be able to 
make a deal with the “good cop,” Kevin Scott.
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9. Send a letter of confirmation
This is not a collection letter. I only send it after I’ve made a payment arrangement that I want to 
remain fresh in the client or customer’s mind when he has money — the next payday or the next 
check run. I’m especially diligent about doing this if I make a budget arrangement that’s going to 
stretch out over a few months.
In fact, I’ll even go so far as to send self-addressed envelopes for each installment right with the 
confirmation letter. If I really think the debtor is disorganized, I’ll often put stamps on the 
envelopes and write the due date in the bottom right-hand comer on the front of the envelope. A 
few cents postage is small potatoes if you’re waiting for a large payment.
Exhibit 5-1 is a “Telephone Checklist” to keep the nine techniques at your fingertips. You might 
want to reduce it in size and keep a copy by the phone. If you have trouble getting your voice 
going in the morning, a tenth tip might be to call your own home answering machine and ask your 
opening questions. (I’m not a morning person so I generally come home to quite a few messages 
from myself!)
When you finish this book, reread the preceding chapter before beginning your calls — it’s the 
most critical section of the book in terms of your collection success.
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EXHIBIT 5-1
Telephone Checklist
1. Review the file.
2. Set aside some time to make calls.
3. Make sure you’re in a good mood.
4. Prepare alternatives to payment in full.
5. Determine who is responsible for payment.
6. Ask open-ended questions.
7. Pause after your questions.
8. Use “guilt” words in your conversation.





As a trainer and consultant, I’m often away from my office for days or even weeks at a time. 
While I have an assistant who handles my paperwork, I monitor my own telephone messages. 
One November, after being on the road for about three weeks, I received a message to call a 
certain bank right away. I had my safety deposit box with that bank and was certain that if they 
had sent me a letter, my assistant would have put it aside for me to answer when I returned, or if 
they had sent a bill, she would have paid it.
Nevertheless, the telephone message bothered me enough to make a long-distance call to find out 
what they wanted. I don’t mind telling you that I was furious to find that it had been a 
telemarketing call! Naturally, when I returned from my trip, I closed my safety deposit box and 
expressed my extreme displeasure to the management. The reason for including this anecdote 
here, however, is to demonstrate how much more attention I gave the telephone message than my 
assistant gave to any letter. Although it was a telemarketing call and not a collection call, 
telemarketers call for the same reason collectors should call — they know we throw the letters 
away.
WHY COLLECTION LETTERS DON’T WORK
If the preceding story didn’t convince you that letters don’t work, here’s another one that might. 
In an earlier chapter I told you about a customer who did not respond to my demand for payment 
until she finally received a letter from my attorney. Since I had to stop servicing her early in the 
process, and because her phone had been changed to a non-published number, I had to send her a 
certified letter “return receipt requested.”
Now even people who pay their bill know that a certified letter generally means bad news, so of 
course it went unclaimed. To avoid this situation, I had sent one copy of the letter by certified 
mail and one by regular mail in the hope that the non-threatening one would be opened. In this 
case, the certified letter came back “refused” but the regular letter never came back at all.
Assuming that the customer had received my regular written termination of service and demand 
for payment, I had to conclude that even a powerful final demand was not going to get her 
attention. Meanwhile, the phone calls bothered her enough to go to the trouble and expense of 
getting a non-published phone number. In the case of the attorney’s letter, it was the attorney not 
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the letter that finally got her attention. I could say everything in a letter that he could but I could 
not, of course, say I was an attorney.
Attract Attention
Some large CPA firms and other businesses might have such an overwhelming number of clients 
or customers that they cannot possibly call all of them, so they do rely on letters. In the next 
section, “How to Write a Collection Letter — If You Must,” I’ll give you eight tips that make for 
an effective collection letter.
Meanwhile, the most important thing to remember about written collection messages is that they 
must get the debtor’s attention. To achieve this in a simple and economical way, some businesses 
print their letters on colored paper, mail them in colored envelopes, or use paper and envelopes 
that are different from the standard business sizes.
As I was researching this section, I happened to receive my monthly statement from my voicemail 
service. Since I have the service automatically charged to my credit card every month, the 
statement usually just serves as my credit card receipt, but they still send the same statement that 
they send to their non-charge card customers. I generally just open it to check the amount charged 
and then put it in a folder for the bookkeeper. It’s a very generic white statement with red logo, 
black lettering, and the usual “message box” at the bottom. This month the box says “Happy New 
Year.” I read the “message boxes” because I’m in the collection business but not many people do.
Insert
At any rate, as I was putting the statement aside, out fluttered a hot pink insert. It was so different 
from anything that they ever send that it instantly caught my eye. Here’s what it said:
We sincerely want to thank our customers who pay their outstanding charges on 
time each and every month. For customers who tend to be late on their payments, 
unfortunately we spend considerable time monitoring their accounts. In order to 
offset this cost, we must begin charging a late payment of $3.00 if the current 
balance due is not paid in full by the time we bill the following month.
This insert had something for everyone — a thank-you to excellent customers who pay on time, a 
reminder to mediocre customers who did not always pay on time, and a warning to poor customers 
who always pay late. More importantly, however, the insert was hot pink, an unusual size, and 




Another effective way to make generic letters eye-catching is to use collection stickers. One 
seminar participant, a CFO for a shellfish packing company, said his collectors use a sticker that 
says, “We hate to be crabby, but...” If you can tie one of the available stickers to your business 
in a clever way, so much the better.
Whether you try post office options, unusual paper and envelopes, or witty collection stickers, if 
you don’t do something to make your collection letters conspicuous, you must just as well bum 
them as mail them.
HOW TO WRITE A COLLECTION LETTER - IF YOU MUST
You know that the telephone is the most effective collection tool, but you still can’t bring yourself 
to ask people for money. What are the ingredients of a successful collection letter? Following are 
some guidelines for a collection letter that gets results:
1. Keep it simple
There are really only three things a debtor needs to know:
■ What they owe,
■ What they owe it for, and
■ When you expect to receive it.
Don’t outline your entire collection strategy in your letter. When I first started my business and 
cash was tight, I received a 30-day “reminder’’ notice from a vendor. The letter said that if I 
didn’t send a check, I would receive a 60-day “delinquent” notice and at 90 days my account 
would be sent to an attorney. He had just given me 60 more days to pay his bill!
Oddly enough, he later asked me for some collection advice because his money wasn’t coming in 
fast enough. (Incidentally, the reason I did not pay him was that he was not a good vendor — just 
the only one for his product in my area — and I did not value our relationship.)
The hot pink insert mentioned in the previous section is a good example of “keeping it simple.” It 
shows that they’ll owe $3.00, it will be for a late payment, and will appear on the following 
month’s bill.
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2. Include a copy of the bill
Very often when a debtor receives a collection letter, his first reaction is, “What’s this for? I 
never got a bill.” While this may or may not be the case, if you have to send the debtor a bill, it 
slows down the collection process and buys the debtor more time to stall. Sending a bill is 
especially important if you’ve done several different accounting projects such as a corporate tax 
return, a personal tax return, and estate planning.
Although you may have detailed these individual services in a previous invoice, most collection 
letters only reference “accounting services,” a date range, and a balance due. These 
generalizations just give the debtor another reason to delay. For corporate CFOs who always ship 
the same product, very often just dates are enough, but you would not want to send out a letter 
with just balances.
3. Take A SMALL AMOUNT OFF THE BILL
Everybody likes to get a good deal or some free stuff. If you can give clients or customers a 
prompt payment or courtesy discount — even if it’s only $10 — you generally get your money 
faster than someone who doesn’t. If you’re not in a position to give discounts, you might want to 
try putting some little “freebie” in the envelope. Refrigerator magnets are a good choice because 
they make noise when a debtor shakes the envelope and gets their attention if he wasn’t planning to 
open it right away.
My own clients and seminar participants often ask if these techniques actually reward debtors for 
non-payment. I don’t think so. Given the rate at which money declines in value, I think anything 
you can do to speed up payment is a worthwhile tactic. In my seminar business, I offer a ten 
percent discount to clients who pay me the day of the presentation.
As a small businessperson, my time to follow up my own accounts receivable is quite limited, so I 
like to leave each seminar paid in full and my clients are happy to take the discount. (For the few 
clients I invoice, I send a handful of collection stickers that they can use on their own invoices — 
attention-getting all around.)
4. Sign the letter from a senior individual
It’s easier to ignore a letter from a bookkeeper than the partner. In a large firm or business, this 
may not be practical, but you always want to sign a collection letter from someone whose title 
says, “I deal with money” — collection representative, credit manager, account manager, etc. It’s 
been very trendy lately to call anyone who deals with the customer in any way “Customer Service 
Representative.” While this may be an appropriate title for someone who makes a 30-day reminder 
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call, by the time you have to make a 60 or 90-day call, you may not even be servicing the 
customer any longer.
I once trained some collection employees of a large food processing company who distributed their 
products to all the major supermarkets across the country. Their manager felt that they weren’t 
being taken seriously by the accounts payable employees of the supermarkets and consequently the 
collections were suffering.
The first thing I asked was, “When can I meet the collector?” “Oh, we don’t call them 
‘collectors,’” replied the manager, “they’re ‘Customer Service Representatives.’” It took me 
almost the full ten-week training session to convince her to change their titles but they finally 
agreed on “Customer Financial Representative” — a definite step in the right direction — and their 
collections improved considerably. Obviously, the overall training helped, too, but the newly 
named “Customer Financial Representatives” remarked that their new title made them feel much 
more confident when discussing money.
5. Sign a computer-generated letter personally
If you can’t employ any of the attention-getters that we discussed in a previous section, at least 
sign a generic letter and perhaps even add a hand-written message to show that a human being is 
monitoring the account. Something as brief as a “Please” or “Thank You” in your own 
handwriting will get the debtor’s attention once he’s opened the envelope. If you think you don’t 
have time for even this, the price of an after-school student to sign letters would be well worth the 
return.
6. Use attention-getting mailers
While we know that certified letters still mean trouble to most people, Priority Mail or Fed-Ex 
envelopes will pique their curiosity. Again, the return is well worth the price of the envelope.
One seminar participant said that she sent a lot of her collection letters in padded manila envelopes 
(the ones with plastic bubbly material inside that kids like to pop). For one particularly obstinate 
but good-natured debtor, she even put her collection letter into a small box, wrapped it in 
Christmas gift wrap, and put the box inside the padded manila envelope. Her rationale was that no 
one could resist opening a package at Christmas. She was right. The debtor came to her office 
and said, “You got me. ‘A’ for effort. ‘A’ for creativity. I’ll pay the bill.”
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7. Discontinue monthly statements
In addition to saving a tree or two, eliminating statements once you start your letter series makes 
you look more efficient because it eliminates any overlapping, yet conflicting, messages. For 
example, your statement message might say, “Please remit,” but your letter, received 
simultaneously, might say, “We shall turn this account over for collection Given a choice 
between “remitting” (on the statement) and “going to collection” (in the letter), the debtor will 
probably choose to consider the statement the one he wants to honor, although generally not with 
payment in full.
An alternative here is to write a collection message right on the statement. While some 
businesspeople consider this to be unprofessional, it gets attention, the statement is going out 
anyway, and it saves the time and expense of sending a letter. Much like the collection letter, you 
can print your statements on colored paper, put them in colored or unusual envelopes, and put 
stickers on them.
8. Have your attorney review your letters
Many businesses, particularly those that deal with consumers, must have collection letters that 
comply with customers’ rights. Property management companies have eviction paperwork, 
utilities have shut-off notices, medical providers have a patient’s “Bill of Rights.” Collection 
correspondence must dovetail with any other written information sent to the customer.
For this reason I always advise my own seminar participants and clients to consult with attorneys 
or consultants familiar with each unique industry before initiating a letter series. Copies of 
collection letters should become part of the client or customer permanent file. If you send a large 
volume of computerized letters, your collection history should indicate that your customer received 
Letter #1, Letter #2, Letter #3, etc.
Checklist
Keep Exhibit 6-1 handy as an eight-step “Letter Checklist.” Don’t get too comfortable with it, 
however, because you don’t want letters, invoices, or statements to become substitutes for 
telephone calls. Except in the case of a large company where letters may be necessary to handle 
volume, whenever you’re tempted to write a debtor, ask yourself, “Can I reach them by phone?” 
If the answer is “yes,” then pick up the phone.
Even if you can’t talk to them at that time and have to leave a message on their answering 
machine, that message is more effective and less expensive than ordering a letter; taking it off the 
printer; personalizing it with a signature, message, or sticker; stuffing it into an envelope; and 
dropping it near the postage meter. If you can only reach them by letter, think, “What can I do to 





1. KEEP IT SIMPLE.
2. INCLUDE A COPY OF THE BILL.
3. TAKE A SMALL AMOUNT OFF THE BILL.
4. SIGN THE LETTER FROM A SENIOR INDIVIDUAL.
5. SIGN A COMPUTER-GENERATED LETTER PERSONALLY.
6. USE ATTENTION-GETTING MAILERS.
7. DISCONTINUE MONTHLY STATEMENTS.




LISTENING SKILLS AND NEGOTIATING SKILLS
INTRODUCTION
One of the best examples of listening, negotiating, and all-around “people” skills I’ve ever 
witnessed was on the part of a police officer who actually applied the techniques to me! I was 
pulled over by another police officer in error, but to make a long story short, before and after 
discovering the mistake, he behaved completely out of all proportion to the “offense.” As 
someone who dealt with the public every day myself, I was not going to let this officer go 
undisciplined for the poor constituent service he displayed any more than I would have let inferior 
service of any kind go undocumented.
After taking my own advice and venting to a colleague, I had calmed down enough to call the 
officer’s supervisor. To again make a long story short, we had an extremely pleasant conversation 
and he agreed to send the officer for counseling upon receipt of my written request. It was the 
way he began the conversation, however, that causes me to include it here as we introduce our 
own techniques for more difficult debtors and situations.
He said, “You had the bad luck to be pulled over by the ‘Simon Legree’ of my staff. I’m the 
‘Andy Griffith’ of police officers.” Now as a forty-something boomer, I instantly conjured up 
visions of Mayberry, Andy, Barney, Opie, Aunt Bee, etc., not to mention my entire Fifties 
childhood — all delightful memories. Whether consciously or not, the supervisor had substituted 
calm and simple images for the confusing and complicated perceptions of the incident — a brilliant 
technique for dealing with difficult people and circumstances.
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WHAT TO SAY TO A CLIENT WHO "HAS NO MONEY"
Before we can begin to deal with difficult debtors and situations, we need to determine who 
honestly has no money and who has money but is saying he doesn’t in the hope that we, as 
collectors, will go away. Very often when a debtor says he “has no money,” what he actually 
means is that the checkbook is empty or close to empty until he receives his next paycheck or in 
the case of a business until they receive money that someone owes them.
They are not thinking at all about savings accounts, reserve accounts, family loans, bank loans, 
lines of credit, or any other sources of funds. They want to pay out of “current” funds, and hope 
that by saying they “have no money” you’ll go away until those funds are replenished.
In this case, you’ll want to employ a technique that we outlined earlier, in which you suggest 
alternatives to the debtor and say that you’ll call him back at a certain time to see which option he 
has picked. By calling his bluff, you’ll find out very quickly who really “has no money.”
Charitable Sources
What if a client or customer, generally an individual rather than a business, really “has no 
money”? If that’s truly the case, then he probably has a lot of other bills besides yours and a CPA 
will be at the bottom of a long list starting with housing, utilities, food, etc. Your best bet is to 
help the debtor find some charitable sources of funds to satisfy his immediate needs. If there’s any 
left over, he may give something to you out of gratitude.
A good example of this is also a very sad story. A customer of one of my clients had terminal 
cancer and it was very important to her to pass away with all of her affairs in order and leave her 
family debt-free. While she was still able to leave the house, she came to my office and asked if I 
could help her find some sources of funds. I was so moved by her courage that I actually offered 
to write off the entire bill — about $600 — but that wasn’t what she wanted. If she couldn’t pay it 
herself, then she wanted to take the responsibility for contacting charities who would.
I gave her the usual list — Salvation Army, churches, and some agencies unique to her town — 
and then I had a thought inspired by a colleague at a similar company. Why not ask our own 
customers to help a fellow customer in need — anonymously, of course. We set the example 
ourselves by “donating” $100 and then put an appeal in our newsletter. It’s amazing how many 
people will contribute to a worthy cause if you just ask. In fact, we began putting a similar appeal 
in our newsletter every fall to collect funds for customers who had fallen on hard times. We tried 
it at other times of the year as well but it won’t surprise you to know that it worked best during the 
holiday season.
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Holiday Season
The holiday season is a better time than you might think to collect money from debtors 
themselves. One seminar participant, a Patient Accounts Manager for a healthcare provider, 
suggested to her adult patients that they ask their family and friends for a holiday gift of money 
towards their bill. Since most adults never know what to get for each other, she wasn’t surprised 
to find a lot of her patients coming to their January appointments with cash in hand.
Before assuming that a debtor who “has no money” will deteriorate into a difficult personality or 
circumstance, call his bluff to determine if he really is indigent, and then join him in appealing to 
charitable, family, and other sources of funds. (In Chapter 8, “Collecting From Companies 
Versus Individuals,” we’ll have more suggestions specifically for accounts payable employees or 
small business owners who try to make you go away by saying they “have no money.”)
HOW TO GET CLIENTS TO SOLVE THEIR OWN PROBLEMS
In the previous section we met a terminally ill customer who felt very strongly about taking 
responsibility for her debts. I’m sure you realize how unusual she was. Most debtors who truly 
“have no money” feel that not only can’t they pay their bill but that “having no money” absolves 
them of any responsibility to try to resolve the situation.
In Nineties talk show terminology they are “victims” who are looking for someone they can blame 
for their situation and someone who will assume their obligation. In most cases, the person they 
want to assume their obligation is you — or your company. To these debtors I have absolutely no 
hesitation in saying, “You’re trying to make your problem my problem, and you know what? It’s 
not my problem! ”
A lot of my colleagues can’t believe I would actually say that to a debtor, but I tell them, “It’s not 
a collection technique — it’s a wake-up call.” Again, once debtors realize that the debt — and you 
the collector — are not going away, they’ll generally make some effort to help themselves. All I 
need to see is one small step in that direction to make me willing to share their problem.
Getting clients to solve their own problems means that the problem can indeed be solved. They 
just need to pick from one of several solutions. Very often collection situations are not that 
simple.
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Three Processes
As we continue with this chapter, you’ll learn three processes for resolving delinquent accounts:
1. Problem Solving. The solution is available; the debtor just needs to pick the best 
one.
2. Negotiation. The debtor is reasonable but the situation is difficult; there may not 
be a perfect solution.
3. Dealing With the Difficult Debtor. The situation is simple but the debtor is 
unreasonable; there may be a perfect solution but you may not achieve it.
In Exhibit 7-1, we’ll meet Mr. Lind, and apply the problem-solving process to his debt. In 
Exhibit 7-2, we’ll introduce a complication into Mr. Lind’s circumstances to demonstrate the 
difference between problem solving and negotiation. In Exhibit 7-3, we’ll meet Dick to reinforce 
the negotiation process. In Exhibit 7-4, we’ll learn to deal with the difficult owners of Leslie’s 
Greenhouse.
The last two case studies were designed specifically for CPA firms to address what my accounting 
seminar participants tell me are their biggest problems — collecting from family and friends and 
collecting from long-time clients who fall on hard times. Both are based on true stories, and after 
learning each process, I’ll tell you what actually happened in each situation.
Whether solving problems, negotiating complicated arrangements, or dealing with difficult people, 
always begin trying to get the client to take responsibility for and solve his own problem.
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EXHIBIT 7-1
The Problem-Solving Process
Mr. Lind was a long-time excellent customer whose wife developed a terminal illness. Despite her 
insurance coverage, her illnesses started to eat into their fixed income — pension and Social 
Security. When he realized that he could no longer keep up with his bills, he called to discuss the 
situation. You agreed to keep servicing him and he promised to pay what he could until his wife 
passed away and then settle with you out of her life insurance.
Mrs. Lind unexpectedly lived for three years and when she ultimately passed away, her husband 
owed you $6,000. After a respectful interval you ask him to come in and discuss the situation 
with you. He agrees but adds that, unknown to him, she had canceled all of her life insurance 
policies during the initial stages of her disease so he’s not sure what to do now.
What would you do if you were in this situation?
Our business and even personal lives present us with problem-solving challenges every day and 
make many of us nervous. By remembering that problem solving is a process — not a reaction — 
you will be more effective in business and interpersonal problem-solving situations whether 
collecting money or resolving other dilemmas. Here are four manageable steps for almost every 
circumstance:
Four Steps
1. Identify the problem. You should be able to do this in one succinct sentence. Clearly, 
the problem is that Mr. Lind cannot pay the entire $6,000 at once.
2. Search for alternatives. When I do this exercise in a seminar setting, I generally hear the 
following options from participants: Payment plan, loan from family, loan from bank, sale 
of something he no longer needs, relocation to more economical home, appeal to charities, 
mortgage from bank. Let’s look at each one in turn.
3. Evaluate each alternative.
• Payment plan. Mr. Lind had more income after his wife passed away because he did 
not have to pay a lot of medical bills that were not covered by insurance. He could 
make a reasonable payment plan, but given his age, you might have to collect the last 
few payments from his estate.
• Loan from family. The Linds had no children. Most of his contemporaries in the 
family were in similar financial straits.
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• Loan from bank. His house is paid for so he could certainly get a loan. He preferred 
to use you as a bank, however, so that he would not have to go through the application 
procedure.
• Sale of something he no longer needs. The Linds were not materialistic people. 
There were no antiques or jewelry beyond some family heirlooms.
• Relocation to more economical home. He might have considered that down the road 
but not so shortly after his wife died. Any future move would not solve the immediate 
problem.
• Appeal to charities. Although financially eligible, this is not something Mr. Lind 
would do. He didn’t feel that he had much left except his pride.
• Mortgage from bank. In Mr. Lind’s age group a mortgage is something you have 
only once. Again, he preferred to use you as a bank.
4. Choose the best solution. If we dismissed the loan from family, sale of possessions, 
relocation, and charities, we were left with the options of payment plan and loan or 
mortgage from the bank. Since you couldn’t force Mr. Lind to apply for either, the best 
solution was to enter into a payment plan and expect to perhaps file a lien against his 
estate.
While this may not have been the best solution to the problem in terms of your company’s 
exposure should Mr. Lind have passed away before making all of his payments, there were several 
clear solutions available and Mr. Lind just had to pick one. In the next version of Mr. Lind’s 
circumstances, he is being reasonable, but you are asking him to pick from some unpleasant 
options. This is where negotiating differs from problem solving.
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EXHIBIT 7-2
Successful Negotiation
Mr. Lind was a long-time excellent customer whose wife developed a terminal illness. Despite her 
insurance coverage, her illnesses started to eat into their fixed income — pension and Social 
Security. When he realized that he could no longer keep up with his bills, he called to discuss the 
situation. You agreed to keep servicing him and he promised to pay what he could until his wife 
passed away and then settle with you out of her life insurance.
Mrs. Lind unexpectedly lived for three years and when she ultimately passed away, her husband 
owed you $6,000. After a respectful interval you ask him to come in and discuss the situation 
with you. He agrees but adds that, unknown to him, she had canceled all of her life insurance 
policies during the initial stages of her disease so he’s not sure what to do now. You are pretty 
sure that he’s going to suggest a payment plan but you would like to have the security of taking a 
mortgage on his house.
How would you negotiate with him?
Although you’ve always had a congenial relationship with Mr. Lind, you know that gentlemen in 
his age group are not comfortable with debt, particularly bank debt. Before the conversation, you 
had investigated the possibility of placing a lien on his home, but in your state, Mr. Lind would 
have had to default in court, which of course he had not done and would not want to do just so you 
could obtain a lien. You may have thought you were in an untenable situation, but you can get out 
from between a rock and a hard place by following these six practical steps — what I call the “6 
Rs” of negotiation:
"Six Rs"
1. RELAY facts to the other party. Set the stage for your advantage but Mr. Lind’s 
comfort. Invite him to your office, but sit around a conference table instead of across a 
desk.
2. Be READY with facts and attitudes. Remember that Mr. Lind is from a generation that 
values good business practices. Have your invoices, his payments, and your collection log 
available for his review.
3. REVIEW past relationship. Remind Mr. Lind that you’ve carried him financially for 
three years out of respect for his standing as a long-term excellent customer. Highlight any 
special favors you’ve done.
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4. RESOLVE what you want to get. Determine if you really want to take a mortgage on 
Mr. Lind’s house or if you just want to suggest it as a way of letting him know how serious 
you are. Have a back-up option you can live with.
5. Know when to REGROUP. Excuse yourself to give Mr. Lind time to contemplate his 
alternatives. Make a small concession first so that he feels it’s his turn to compromise.
6. Prepare for the RESULT. If you had a back-up option, you probably got a solution you 
can live with even if it wasn’t your first choice. You should thank Mr. Lind for meeting 
because it was not he who was difficult — it was the situation.
A likely outcome would have been for you to agree to a payment plan for a specific period of time 
with the written guarantee that if Mr. Lind did not make all his payments you could then take a 
mortgage on his house. He would have the security of a payment plan and formalized agreement; 
he would have the comfort of a payment plan and no bank debt. Let’s continue our study of 
successful negotiation with our next exercise where we toss friendship into the mix.
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EXHIBIT 7-3
Dick is a “B” client that you continue to service because he lives next door to you and you have 
become friends as well as neighbors. Dick owns a gourmet store and catering business that does 
not seem to have a consistent cash flow primarily because it is a “special occasion” or “seasonal” 
business, and secondly because he does not press his customers for timely payment. You have 
tried to press him for payments but his answer is generally, “When my customers pay me, then I’ll 
be able to pay you.”
He has offered to barter with you but you don’t have the type of lifestyle that requires a lot of 
gourmet food or catering services. You almost wish you did so that you could clear up Dick’s 
account and suggest that he find someone else. The final straw comes when you ask to borrow a 
garden tool that Dick’s lent many times to all the neighbors and he says he feels funny about 
lending it to you because you haven’t been very supportive of his business ups and downs.
How would you negotiate with Dick to clear his account and hopefully salvage your friendship?
Before just reacting — or overreacting — to this situation, review the six basic steps of 
negotiation. Control the meeting place to RELAY your facts, have your documentation READY, 
REVIEW past favors, RESOLVE what options are acceptable, REGROUP if necessary, and 
prepare for the RESULT.
Six Steps
You may feel like you want to count to ten, but you really only have to count to six:
1. Don’t discuss this over the back fence. Could Dick be stonewalling you because you’re 
acting like a friend instead of a business owner? Invite him to your office where you get to 
set the stage.
2. Be ready with your facts. Could Dick be ignoring you because you refer vaguely to the 
money he owes you? Your reports with dates, purchases, and amounts will let him know 
you’re serious.
3. Review what you’ve done for Dick in the past. Did you make some allowances for him 
when he first started his business? If so, remind him of it now.
4. Decide what you can offer Dick that won’t cost you money. Could you have your 
Credit Manager give him some tips on collecting from his customers? Could you barter for 
gift baskets as “Thank You” gifts to your good clients? Could you arrange an introduction 
to a banker that he’s been trying to see? Make it clear that you expect him to pick one of 
the options.
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5. Take a “time-out” if your meeting doesn’t go well. Haven’t you seen this technique 
work well with children? Give Dick time to consider the options you’ve laid out, but set a 
definite time for your next meeting so he knows you’re not going away.
6. Resume your meeting to see which option Dick has chosen. Does he value your 
friendship enough to resolve the business issues? If so, he’ll have to pick one of your 
options. (You may even get invited to the next backyard barbecue.)
Unfortunately, the business owner could never bring himself to have the preceding negotiations 
with Dick. The money was never recovered and the two parted, if not exactly enemies, then 
definitely not friends. In our next exercise, we’ll see the difference between a difficult person and 
a difficult situation.
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EXHIBIT 7-4
Dealing With Difficult Debtors
Leslie’s Greenhouse is another long-time excellent client that experiences a slowdown when a 
nearby supermarket starts to sell flowers and plants. Mrs. Leslie assures you that they are 
changing their business plan to compete with the supermarket and asks you to bear with her. 
Meanwhile, in the course of servicing the business you discover a problem that needs to be fixed 
immediately. You give Mrs. Leslie an estimate and she agrees that she can pay for the work 
despite the slowdown.
Once you begin the work you realize that the problem is much more complicated than you thought 
and that it will take longer to complete than you thought. When you finish the initial stage of the 
work you ask for a progress payment but Mrs. Leslie stalls you with the excuse that the work is 
taking too long. Your relationship is starting to deteriorate and you begin to doubt if you will ever 
get paid. You ask Mrs. Leslie for a written guarantee but she refuses.
How would you negotiate with her?
In dealing with difficult debtors, there is generally a perfect solution, but the debtor is so 
unreasonable you may never be able to achieve it, especially in the case of a long-term client who 
thinks you ought to carry them. This debtor has negative characteristics above and beyond our old 
friends the power tripper, the screamer, the silent type, the bargainer, and the seasonal client; 
mostly she is just plain stubborn. Let’s see if we can bring her around to our way of thinking in 
six logical steps:
Six Steps
1. Be flexible. Has Mrs. Leslie offered any other type of payment or arrangement in lieu of 
the written guarantee? If not, you might suggest bartering for plants and flowers, 
especially around the holidays.
2. Say something soothing. Do you remember my police officer friend, “Andy Griffith”? 
Perhaps you can’t invoke the spirit of Mayberry but maybe an introduction to your banker 
would have a positive effect on Mrs. Leslie.
3. Take stock of the situation. Can you and Mrs. Leslie agree on where you are at this 
point? Perhaps you could sign a new engagement letter as if the work were beginning 
instead of continuing.
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4. Choose the best alternative. Do you remember our first Mr. Lind scenario? Inject the 
four-step problem-solving process here for the work still in dispute. Could you adjust a 
little of the bill since you estimated the scope incorrectly? Could you delay some of the 
billing until Mrs. Leslie’s busy season? Could you offer a complimentary review of her 
business plan?
5. Put your plan into action. Is Mrs. Leslie hoping to make the situation so contentious that 
you will just go away? Begin to put your plan into action, even if it’s just bartering for a 
special occasion floral arrangement.
6. Prepare for the result. Does Mrs. Leslie value your relationship enough to meet you 
halfway? Much like negotiation, the solution may not have been your first choice.
Unlike Dick’s CPA, the business owner in this case fared much better. He did write off some of 
the fee because he had a poor engagement letter that did not address changes in the scope of the 
work.
Buoyed by that concession and an entree to a banker she’d been trying to meet, Mrs. Leslie 
entered into a reasonable payment relationship. She still refused to sign a promissory note, 
however, so the business owner bartered for plants as security in case she defaulted on the plan. 
What did he do with all the plants? He looked at his “1, 2, 3” exercise from earlier in this clinic 
and gave them to his excellent clients as thank-you gifts!
CHECKLISTS
Exhibits 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7 summarize this chapter in checklist format. Exhibit 7-5, 
“Communication Checklist,” incorporates the problem-solving process and negotiation techniques. 
If you can solve the problem easily after listening to the client or customer, you can simply stop 
after Steps No. l and No. 2. Steps No. 3 through No. 8 are the “6 Rs” of negotiation to be used 
when the problem cannot be easily solved.
Exhibit 7-6 isolates the “6 Rs” of negotiation in case you realize right away that the problem is 
complicated. Exhibit 7-7 outlines the six steps for dealing with difficult people in the event that 
the situation is simply that the client or customer is unreasonable.
Note that the last item on all three checklists is the same, “Prepare for the result.” You may not 
always get exactly what you want but if you get something the first time, you’re in a good 
position to build on it the next time you interact with the client or customer. In collection, 
persistence is the key, especially when a solution is not immediately obvious.
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EXHIBIT 7-5
Communication Checklist
1. REMEMBER TO LISTEN.
2. SOLVE THE PROBLEM IF YOU CAN.
3. REVIEW PAST RELATIONSHIP.
4. RESOLVE WHAT YOU WANT TO GET.
5. BE READY WITH FACTS AND ATTITUDES.
6. RELAY FACTS TO THE OTHER PARTY.
7. KNOW WHEN TO REGROUP.
8. PREPARE FOR THE RESULT.
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EXHIBIT 7-6
Negotiation Checklist
1. RELAY FACTS TO THE OTHER PARTY.
2. BE READY WITH FACTS AND ATTITUDES.
3. REVIEW PAST RELATIONSHIP.
4. RESOLVE WHAT YOU WANT TO GET.
5. KNOW WHEN TO REGROUP.
6. PREPARE FOR THE RESULT.
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2. SAY SOMETHING SOOTHING.
3. TAKE STOCK OF THE SITUATION.
4. CHOOSE THE BEST ALTERNATIVE.
5. PUT YOUR PLAN INTO ACTION.
6. PREPARE FOR THE RESULT.
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SUMMARY
I generally don’t attend other speakers’ seminars on competing topics because I find it hard to keep 
quiet. (Every speaker I’ve ever met has the same problem!) On one occasion, however, I sat 
through a negotiation program because it preceded my collection program and there was not going 
to be a break between the presentations.
The speaker opened with a clever lesson in negotiation involving arm wrestling and M&Ms 
(peanut — my favorite!). She asked us to pick a partner and arm wrestle with him or her — the 
winner taking the bag of M&Ms that the speaker provided to each team. Maybe because I 
incorporate negotiation skills into my collection techniques, I very quickly convinced my teammate 
to declare a tie and share the candy. The reason I had a difficult time keeping silent is that I knew 




COLLECTING FROM COMPANIES VS. INDIVIDUALS
INTRODUCTION
If telephone techniques are the most important ingredients in a successful collection effort, the 
second-most important — if you have commercial clients or customers — is a buddy in accounts 
payable. Following is a true story, although most people don’t believe it.
One of my first clients was a medical billing service that I charged about $1,000 per month in 
consulting fees. Because they ran checks every two weeks, I generally received payment before I 
submitted the next invoice. One month this didn’t happen, so I asked the woman in accounts 
payable if there was any problem. (I have to digress here a minute to tell you that the A/P clerk 
and I had struck up an acquaintance because we both enjoyed watching the neighborhood cats that 
played in a field outside her office window.) She replied that my invoice had been approved but 
that the two people who could sign checks were both out of the office for a week.
Although this is usually a stalling tactic, I had never had trouble getting paid by this client and told 
her I’d just wait until they returned. Later that afternoon my A/P buddy brought a signed check to 
my office and, without looking closely at it, I asked her who had returned early from vacation. 
“Neither one,” she replied, “but I remembered that one of the members of the board of directors 
can sign checks in an emergency and just works in the next industrial park. You’ve been so nice 
to me and the cats that when I went out for lunch, I took your check over to his office and asked 
him to sign it.” Now I certainly hadn’t made friends with her with the idea that I might need a 
buddy in accounts payable. I’m just a friendly person in general, and in this case, it worked to my 
advantage.
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SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR COLLECTING FROM ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE DEPARTMENTS
One scenario that I often hear from people in commercial collections is that they have completed a 
project for a client but have not received their fee. I frequently find that in their eagerness to gain 
a client they did not explain their payment policies clearly — if at all. After outlining some 
telephone and/or letter techniques that they can use to recover their funds, I offer the following 
tips unique to collecting from companies:
Eight Special Techniques
1. Get it in writing!
When trying to collect a fee, an agreement can be worth much more than “the paper it’s printed 
on.” Whether you have an engagement letter, credit application, proposal, estimate, or other up­
front document, just a client or customer’s willingness to sign it, as we discussed in a previous 
chapter, will tell you a lot about the way they do business.
This is also an opportune time to present a “Customer Information Sheet” to a CFO’s commercial 
customers or review your engagement letter with CPA clients. Once I’ve received my up-front 
paperwork, primarily with commercial customers, I call the accounts payable department and 
make friends before they even owe me money. This is the time to verify where to send your 
invoices, when they run checks, what back-up they need, and when they require two signatures. I 
made this case to a local commercial customer of one of my clients only to find that invoices over 
$10,000 were sent to their headquarters out of state and required two signatures. I promptly set 
their credit limit at $9,000.
While these are effective measures for a CFO’s commercial customers, I’ve found that the most 
important thing that a CPA can do to reduce future collections is to clarify exactly when the clock 
starts ticking. Service providers, particularly CPAs and attorneys, are often very vague about 
when they start billing and many clients expect initial meetings to be free.
2. Review the referring client.
As we discussed in a previous chapter, it’s not unusual for business colleagues to have similar 
philosophies and priorities. If you’re having trouble collecting from a client or customer, review 
your files to see who referred them. Chances are very good that whatever collection technique 
worked on the original businessperson will work on the party he referred to you, especially if 
they’re in the same industry, for example. Attorneys generally pay when they settle a case, 
construction companies when the weather is good, and restaurants when they have holiday 
receipts.
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3. Make a friend in accounts payable.
You don’t have to be a cat lover or friendly person like me to put this tip to use. In our techno 
society where everyone wants to fax and email, a personal, handwritten thank-you note will make 
you a friend easily. As I’ve mentioned in a previous chapter, if I don’t have time to write, I at 
least call.
Most people appreciate the call then pause for the “but,” as if I’m going to say, “Thank you for 
rushing that check that was stuck on Bill’s desk, but how about that invoice you were 
researching?” I always let the “thank-you” stand alone so that it doesn’t sound like an 
afterthought to my real reason for calling. It’s well worth your time in goodwill alone to make 
your other inquiry another time.
4. Try to comply with their schedule of check runs.
You don’t want your bill to always arrive the day after they cut checks. If companies run checks 
weekly this is not an issue, but some companies run checks every two weeks or even once a 
month. Still other, usually smaller, companies run checks whenever the bookkeeper or accountant 
comes in to approve them.
5. Bill in the smallest amounts possible.
As we’ve already seen, many companies require two signatures on a check if it is over a certain 
amount, but that is not the only reason for billing in small amounts. I once had a nursing home 
client that I had also billed about $1,000 per month, generally $500 every two weeks when they 
ran their checks. When they changed their policy to require the out-of-state controller and not the 
local A/P clerk to approve all invoices over $250, my buddy in A/P tipped me off and I started 
invoicing my $1,000 fee in four increments of $250.
Think of it this way: If cash is tight and you only have $1,000 to pay bills, wouldn’t you want to 
make four collectors happy — and get them to stop calling — by paying $250 to each rather than 
sending the entire $1,000 to one business? Shortly after I adjusted my billing pattern at the 
nursing home, I was talking to another consultant who asked how quickly I was getting paid. He 
said he was waiting for as much as 120 days for his money. I was getting paid in about 45 days. 
At the risk of reducing the local pool of money available to me, I tipped him off, too!
6. Set a credit limit and suspend work.*
* Some businesses have ethical and/or legal constraints on this technique.
A half-finished project is a great motivator, so simply stop working until they pay your fee to date. 
If the client or customer says that they “have no money,” you have more alternatives available to 
you in dealing with a business than with an individual. While they’re hoping you’ll just go away, 
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you can be prepared with alternatives in the form of a credit line, a lien on their equipment, or 
repossession of the products.
The most feasible option, however, is one that also works with individuals — “COD plus.” If a 
client or customer owes you $20,000, for example, and wants $5,000 more in products, I ask for 
$5,000 for the new products and $5,000 on the old balance. “COD plus” is easiest to apply 
consistently if you ask for the same amount on the new shipment as you do on account, but your 
goal should always be to get something on the old balance.
7. Request a progress payment.
If writing a business plan for a client, for instance, ask for half upon completion of the first draft 
and half upon presentation of the final plan, or at other equal intervals during the project. One of 
the best examples of the progress payment system I’ve ever seen came from the contractor who 
built the office addition on to my home. In fact, one of the reasons I hired him was because I 
liked the way he linked my expectations and his performance to timely payment. At our first 
meeting, after reviewing the site and design, we got right down to money.
He said, “When I excavate for the foundation, that will represent 7% of the job. You and I will 
inspect the site together on or about (a certain date) and if it’s satisfactory, you’ll write me a check 
for 7% of the total. Next, I’ll pour the foundation — about 6% of the job. We’ll inspect the 
foundation on or about (a certain date a couple of days later) and if it’s OK, you’ll write me a 
check for 6% of the total cost.”
He went on in that vein through the entire job, and when he was finished, we both signed the 
agreement. You probably won’t be surprised to know that the project was completed on time and 
only $800 over budget, which we split over unforeseen blasting problems. What pleased me 
more, however, was that every couple of days I had a chance to review the addition with the 
contractor and address any discrepancies while they could still be corrected — such as the closet 
pole installed by a six-foot contractor for use by a five-foot woman.
8. Always call.
Many companies, particularly small ones, write checks when the bills arrive and leave them in the 
president’s top drawer until you call. I’ve worked for millionaires who do business this way so it 
has nothing to do with cash flow. When I gave this tip in a public seminar, one participant cried 
out, “So that’s why every time I call a particular customer I get a check dated three weeks 
earlier!”
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A/P Checklist
Exhibit 8-1 summarizes the preceding tips in what I call my “A/P Checklist” because I use it when 
I’m collecting from accounts payable departments. Collectors with a lot of business clients or 
customers might want to keep it handy with the other checklists we’ve created. Before we leave 
commercial collection, however, there’s one type of debtor that seems to be an exception to every 
rule — the international business.
At a public seminar with a variety of industries represented, one participant asked me if I had any 
suggestions on collecting from the customers who didn’t speak English. Before I could reclassify 
them as “international” customers, another participant jumped up and yelled in an Eastern 
European accent, “Why does everybody have to speak English?” I thought I was going to have a 
fist fight on my hands but her point was very well taken and right along the lines of the tips I was 
going to give.
While some devious debtors do use a language barrier as just one more excuse, most customers for 
whom English is not their primary language would honestly like to resolve their account. The 
emergence of the euro dollar will help somewhat by standardizing billing, just as the Internet, 
email, and faxes have helped by facilitating communication between time zones.
What I advise collectors to do, however, is to write down the few phrases that they use repeatedly, 
take them to a university or consulate, and have them translated into the language they need. One 
seminar attendee who actually did this with help from a bilingual colleague remarked that her well- 
meaning customers were surprised — and then flattered — by her efforts, while her wily ones 
found that they had one less trick up their sleeve. As long as you have one more technique than 
the debtor has excuses, you’ll increase your chances of getting paid. Having your collection lingo 
translated is a fine example of staying one step ahead of the debtor.
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EXHIBIT 8-1
A/P Checklist
1. GET IT IN WRITING.
2. REVIEW THE REFERRING CLIENT.
3. MAKE A FRIEND IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
4. TRY TO COMPLY WITH THEIR SCHEDULE OF CHECK RUNS.
5. BILL IN THE SMALLEST AMOUNTS POSSIBLE.
6. SET A CREDIT LIMIT AND SUSPEND WORK.
7. REQUEST A PROGRESS PAYMENT.
8. ALWAYS CALL.
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BARTERING
When traditional collection methods don’t work, many companies turn to bartering*  as a way to 
achieve a clean slate and sometimes even resume service. In a previous chapter, we had an 
example of a greenhouse that hadn’t paid its bill and saw how its creditor bartered for free 
houseplants to give as thank-you gifts to its best clients.
Another firm had a grocery store that owed a lot of money. They bartered for complimentary 
beverages to use at their “Client Appreciation Day.” A third business had an excursion boat 
whose bill was overdue. They bartered for use of the boat at no charge for their company outing. 
It’s important to remember that bartering should be a one-time event and not an ongoing way of 
doing business. If you want to continue to do business with the client, it’s time to set some clear 
payment policies.




SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
INTRODUCTION
Another of my early clients — a medical practice — asked my help with collecting some overdue 
bills, including one seven-year-old account for $35! I tried to explain to the administrator that the 
$35 was by now probably worth less than zero and that he should use my time to make sure that 
he collected future receivables on a more timely basis. Unfortunately he was adamant to the point 
of irrationality about this debt and my consulting contract did not last long.
I include this brief anecdote here because, even though this chapter is called “Special Techniques 
for Special Circumstances,” it should probably be called “Last Ditch Efforts.” You’re not going 
to collect every debt, but long before seven years — about six-and-a-half years before — you may 
want to try to:
■ File a bankruptcy claim,
■ File a lien against an estate,
■ Recover a bad check, or
■ Skip-trace a debtor.
As with most collection techniques, if you’re going to have any success with these special ones, 
you’ve got to take fast action.
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HOW TO ANTICIPATE POSSIBLE BANKRUPTCIES
Before we can anticipate a bankruptcy, it’s essential to know the three types that are available to 
the debtor:
Three Types of Bankruptcies
1. Chapter 7 —
This is the section of the Bankruptcy Code that we think of as “personal bankruptcy.” The 
debtor’s assets are used to pay his debts until his assets run out and then he is no longer 
responsible for any old debt.
2. Chapter 11 —
This section is available to corporations to allow them to reorganize their operation, remain in 
business, and pay creditors at least a portion of their debt. This is preferable to all parties than 
just liquidating the business.
3. Chapter 13 —
This section is applicable to a person or small business sole proprietorship. It allows debtors to 
pay bills over a longer period of time and with a larger share of money than if they had liquidated 
their assets.
Understanding the Documents
Now that we know what the various forms of bankruptcy are, the documents we will receive in the 
mail will make a lot more sense. Although they look very confusing and intimidating, they are 
quite easy to follow, and if you take the time to read them, you’ll know when to write off a debt 
because the debtor has no assets and when to leave the debt on your books because he may have 
assets.
Monitoring Clients
By the time you receive a bankruptcy notice, however, it is too late to take any collection action 
because the bankruptcy filing protects debtors from receiving our calls and letters. A much better 
course of action is to monitor your client or customer base for changes in payment habits that 
might indicate a potential bankruptcy.
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You should also be alert to changes in the local and global economies that might affect the income 
of your clients or customers.
■ Did an excellent customer backslide into mediocre or poor payment habits?
■ Do you have clients or customers who work at the local factory that just had a layoff?
■ Are any of your clients or customers tied into the Asian economy that is faltering as we 
approach the millennium?
Answering “Yes” to these questions may not mean you’ll be receiving bankruptcy notices, but it 
should be a signal to scrutinize these accounts more closely. As you can see, calling debtors for 
money is just one part of a collector’s responsibilities. You have to keep your finger on the pulse 
of the client or customer and the economy.
Filing a Claim
If you do file a bankruptcy claim, the best thing to do is keep a copy and forget about it. Much 
like referring accounts to a collection agency or attorney, the bankruptcy court has a system in 
place to work for you. As always, your time will be much better spent calling clients or customers 
who are able to pay but just need a little coaxing.
By understanding the forms of bankruptcy, monitoring your accounts and the economy, and filing 
claims if necessary, you should be able to keep the bankruptcy paperwork a small part of your job 
description.
HOW TO KNOW WHETHER OR NOT TO FILE A LIEN AGAINST
A DEBTOR’S ESTATE
Before spending the time to file a lien against a debtor’s estate, it’s crucial to determine if the 
debtor had any assets that you can actually recover. Many collectors have hustled to slap a lien on 
an estate only to find that the deceased did not actually own anything. While filing a lien is a 
simple process, your time could be much better spent on 30-, 60-, and 90-day calls if there is no 
money in the estate.
With an attorney handling the estate, she will generally be kind enough to tell you whether you 
should bother filing a lien. If there are assets, very often a letter asking that your company’s 
interests be protected in the settlement will suffice; if there are no assets, the attorney has just 
saved you a lot of time. As with other attorney matters, file it and forget it.
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With no attorney involved, you will have to check with the probate court in the jurisdiction the 
deceased lived to see if it is worth filing a claim. Since probate claims are generally regional, I 
find it easier to go to the local Tax Assessor’s Office or Registry of Deeds to see if my late debtor 
owned a home. If so, I usually proceed with my filing; if not, I assume there is probably nothing 
to recover. Most people’s estates generally consist of a home, so if they don’t own one, they 
probably don’t have many other assets. This is not always the case, however, so depending on the 
size of the debt, I may still file. Again, file it and forget it.
Whether dealing with an attorney or the probate court, do your homework, decide whether or not 
to file, and then move on to more active accounts.
TWO WAYS TO RECOVER BAD CHECKS
I once had a client’s check bounce, and before I could call him about it, he called me. He had 
always been an excellent customer so I was sure it was just a bookkeeping snafu. You can 
imagine my surprise when, after identifying himself and acknowledging the overdraft, the next 
thing he said was, “Are you married?” I told him I was — to a CPA to boot — and I encouraged 
him to tell me his marital and accounting woes.
Evidently, after an especially spirited discussion of family finances, my client decided to turn the 
family bill paying over to his wife. She was no good at it and his checks were bouncing all over 
town. He’d taken back the job — amid a lot of “I told you so’s” — and his first task was to make 
good on all the bad checks. This is the kind of bad check I like to get. My client was at the office 
with a replacement check almost before I hung up the phone.
Naturally, not all bounced check stories have such a happy ending. If the client in question had 
not called me and I had not been able to reach him, I would have deposited the check after 
verifying with the bank that there were indeed funds available. Although most businesses always 
redeposit, if you have a small number of bad checks, I encourage you to call the debtor to let him 
know that you are aware of his bookkeeping errors.
If the check doesn’t clear a second time, then I call the debtor again and insist on a replacement by 
cash, money order, or credit card — not another personal check. Most bounced checks can 
generally be handled by redeposit or replacement. For those that cannot, I have two alternatives.
Alternative One
If a client does not make good on a bad check, you can give it to the bookkeeper of your bank and 
ask her to hold it 15 days “for collection.” This check should be kept separate from your daily 
deposit and, of course, you should keep a copy. Once at the bank, the check just sits on the 
bookkeeper’s desk and every day for 15 days, she checks the account to see if there’s money in it.
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If there is, your check will be paid before any checks brought to the teller that day. If the debtor’s 
bank is different from your bank, the bookkeeper at your bank will forward the check to the 
bookkeeper at the debtor’s bank and she will follow the same process. Exhibit 9-1 shows a flow 
chart for this method of recovering a bad check.
I had a chance to put this into play when a restaurant customer of one of my clients bounced a 
check for $500. No one would return my calls and the check bounced again when I redeposited it.
I sent it to the bookkeeper of my bank to hold 15 days “for collection,” and within a few days, the 
restaurant owner deposited money into his account and my check was paid immediately. The next 
day, the restaurant owner called and asked me what I had done with the $500 check. When I told 
him I had cashed it he was furious. “I’m on COD with all my food and liquor suppliers,” he 
screamed. “I only put money in that account when I’m expecting a delivery. Your check was 
supposed to bounce — not theirs!” In my seminars I generally refer to this story as “a great 
moment in bill collecting.” It makes up for all the ones that get away!
Alternative Two
Another alternative for recovering a bad check is shown in Exhibit 9-2. If a client bounces a 
check for $100 and you call the bank to verify funds, the customer service representative will only 
tell you that there is not enough money in the account to cash a $100 check. She won’t tell you 
how much is actually in the account. You then have to ask if there’s enough money in the account 
to cash a $75 check. If she says yes, you know that there’s somewhere between $75 and $99 in 
the account, but you don’t know how much, so you deposit $25 cash in the account to make up the 
difference and cash the $100 check.
Anyone can deposit into anyone’s account, and since you have the bad check, you know the 
account number. By depositing cash, you don’t have to wait for your check to clear before 
depositing theirs. A variation on this process is to run down to the bank and cash the check as soon 
as you know that there’s enough money in the account to cover it. The danger is that someone 
else might get there first!
Many seminar attendees say that the bad check recovery processes shown in Exhibits 9-1 and 9-2 
are worth the price of admission in themselves. If you can recover just one check through either 
of these methods, you’ll have paid for this book.
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Bad Check — $100
Account has — 75
You deposit — 25
You cash - 100
Make Friends With Bank Personnel
Probably the best tip I can give you about bounced checks, however, is to make friends with the 
bookkeeper or branch manager of your bank before you need to negotiate a bad check. While this 
may seem impossible to an employee of a large company dealing with a large bank, it may just 
take a little legwork to determine who in your company has a relationship with the appropriate 
person at your bank. You should also keep in mind that banks may charge fees for “collection” 
services — two fees if your bank is different from the debtor’s bank. Take the fee schedule into 
account when deciding whether or not to route a check through this process.
Whether you redeposit a bad check, call the debtor for a replacement, or use one of the previous 
methods, the key to recovering your funds is quick action before the debtor’s financial condition 
worsens or he skips town altogether.
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HOW TO SKIP-TRACE A DEBTOR
I was once trying to collect money from an interior decorator who had closed her business and left 
town. Her phone had been disconnected, her mail was returned with no forwarding address, and, 
when I went so far as to walk by her former storefront, it was completely bare — not even a “Visit 
us at our new location” sign.
On a whim, I walked into the business next door and asked what had happened to their neighbor. 
“I don’t know if she re-opened her business anywhere,” the proprietor replied. “Her husband’s in 
the service and he just got transferred to Norfolk, Virginia.” Ah ha! A fresh trail! When I 
returned to my office, I called Directory Assistance for the Norfolk, Virginia, area and asked if 
they had a business listing under the name of the company she had closed. Sure enough, she had 
hung out her shingle under the same name in Norfolk. I made the call — much to her surprise — 
and ultimately collected the money.
Detective Work
Skip-tracing is a lot like being a detective. You have to gather clues from credit applications or 
other intake documents and begin to piece your puzzle together. In the previous example, I knew 
from the billing address where her former business was located and could start there.
If she had given me a Post Office box for billing, I would have to have looked in the Yellow Pages 
in hopes of finding a physical address. If her former neighbor had not been so helpful, I might 
have had to visit other businesses on the block. Obviously, skip-tracing is easy when you’re trying 
to find someone in your own town. It gets a little more time-consuming, but no more difficult, if 
the debtor is not local.
If you look in your Yellow Pages under “Publishers-Directory and Guide,” you’ll find a wealth of 
local directories. Many of these allow subscribers to their local directories to have access to their 
nationwide directories by phone. The most valuable directory is one that’s arranged by house 
number and street.
Exhibit 9-3 gives an example of this type of guide. If you’ve tried to reach David Michaels at 163 
Main Street, for example, and his phone has been disconnected and his mail has been returned 
with no forwarding address, you can call the neighbors on either side — Amanda Smith at No. 161 
and Margaret Sullivan at No. 165 — and ask them if they know where their neighbor moved. You 
cannot, of course, reveal the nature of your call, but most people’s natural inclination is to be 
helpful, and you’ll probably get a clue.
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I used one of these directories to help find a customer who had skipped owing me about $250. 
When I called one of the neighbors and asked if they knew where she had moved, the neighbor 
replied, “I don’t know where she moved, but I know she changed jobs, too, and now she works 
for a doctor in (a nearby town).”
When I looked in the Yellow Pages for doctors in that town, I was delighted to find that there 
were only two doctors. I called the first one and my debtor answered the phone! Much like the 
interior decorator, she was quite surprised, but eventually paid the bill. Since these directories 
cover the entire city — not just residential neighborhoods — I could have used the same system to 
find the interior decorator if I didn’t care to go store to store.
Using the Internet
You can also skip-trace people and businesses on the Internet. Most search engines have a 
“Search” or “Find” option and then prompt you to enter the name, address, or whatever 
information you have. Even if you don’t have any debtor to look up on the Internet, you can 
practice by looking up old college chums or childhood friends, particularly if they have unusual 
names.
Just as a collector has to be tuned into the local and national economy, he also has to be aware of 
everything that’s going on around him that might help him collect money or locate a debtor. I was 
having a terrible time trying to skip-trace a small trucking company that had disconnected its 
phone and only had a Post Office box. One day when I was stopped at a traffic light, one of the 
trucks drove by me with the physical address stenciled on the side!
By making use of directories, familiarizing yourself with Internet technology, and being aware of 




HOW TO COPE IF YOU DON'T GET WHAT YOU WANT
INTRODUCTION
Collection is generally not an unpleasant experience if you employ the listening and problem­
solving approaches that we’ve discussed so far in this clinic. Once in a while, however, you run 
into a debtor who is so abusive that you have trouble recovering your composure enough to 
continue your calls. In my entire collection career, I’ve had only one such encounter.
I had called a customer to ask him how we were going to resolve his balance and he launched into 
a vicious personal attack on me for being such a lousy credit manager and on my boss for even 
hiring me in the first place. (At that point I had worked for my boss for six years!) I’m sure he 
was upset about the debt or other circumstances, and he could certainly have suggested that it was 
not a good time to talk, but he could in no way justify the scathing attack on me personally 
through anything I’d said or done during the relationship or that conversation.
Since he did not have the good sense to take a “time-out” as we have discussed in a previous 
chapter, I suggested that we talk at another time. The next day, his wife called to apologize to me 
and we resolved the account quite amicably, but in the meantime, I was so shaken I really couldn’t 
get anything productive done. Unfortunately, my idea of coping with a confrontation such as this 
invariably involves donuts, and since collection is by nature a very sedentary occupation, I was 
starting to spend all of my profits on bigger clothes. This chapter in the book was bom of my 
need to find other ways to deal with the intermittent stress in a collector’s life.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A HUMAN RESOURCES PROBLEM
AND A COLLECTION PROBLEM
The previous anecdote was obviously a collection problem, but very often seminar participants ask 
me, “What can you do when people in your own company don’t do their jobs and that keeps you 
from doing yours?” Unfortunately, in a three- or six-hour seminar I have to respond by saying, 
“You don’t have a collection problem, you have a human resources problem,” and leave it at that. 
In this book, however, I have the luxury of being able to differentiate between the two and offer 
tips on energizing after a confrontation with colleagues as well as debtors.
Interaction between corporate headquarters and regional offices seems to cause the most 
consternation. Collectors at headquarters, for example, often need documentation from billers at 
the satellites to resolve customer disputes and obtain payment. Lack of cooperation between 
departments or offices is not a collection problem; it’s a human resources problem.
CFOs and other corporate supervisors need to address this as a human resources problem by 
conducting a team-building seminar, providing manpower to get the work done, making better use 
of the personnel’s time, or doing whatever it takes to grease the wheels of cooperation.
In the next section, “Dealing With Difficult People,” we’ll have a case study of a collection 
problem that is really a human resources problem. Meanwhile, CFOs in commercial businesses 
and CPAs in larger firms need to look beyond the aged trial balance if collections are not what 
they should be.
Learn to Relax
Whether your stress as a collector or supervisor comes from debtors or colleagues, it’s crucial to 
find something that helps you relax and gives you some mental first aid. At one office where I 
consulted, it was completely acceptable for a collector to just get up from his desk and take a walk 
around the block to regroup, even if it was not his pre-arranged “break time.”
I convinced a CFO of the value of reading quietly for pleasure at his desk during lunch rather than 
entering into the hubbub of a lunchroom. (When his credit manager discovered him reading her 
favorite mystery, they started swapping books and having a mini-book chat at lunch!) Another 
company with a very competitive group of collectors bought the department a ping-pong table to 
relieve stress and rechannel the competitiveness.
I tend to prefer reading over exercise — again that “donut therapy” — but I don’t always have a 
standard lunch hour at my per diem collection clients, so I had to find some reading material that I 
could enjoy in 10- or 15-minute intervals. With this in mind, I started saving all the thank-you 
notes that debtors had written to me for helping them solve their problems and taking them out 
whenever I needed to remind myself why I was in this line of work.
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Whether your headaches come from debtors or co-workers, think of what helps you relax at home 
— reading, exercise, quiet time — and try to introduce a little of it into your work day.
DEALING WITH DIFFICULT EMPLOYEES
Very often the confrontation is not with your debtors, but with your own employees. In that case, 
it might be helpfill to apply our “Difficult People Checklist” from an earlier chapter to work 
through a process rather than react to a situation. Following is a true case study from a high tech 
company.
Case Study
Pat is a collector who has been with your company for about three years. Pat is an accurate 
worker with a perfect attendance record — very important factors in a small department — but is 
easily intimidated by having to call anyone other than an accounts payable clerk to get a bill paid.
You have given Pat permission to call anyone who can get a bill paid — up to and including the 
president of the company that owes you money — but Pat just won’t do it. You have offered to 
send Pat to advanced collection seminars, assertiveness training courses, or whatever it takes to 
help Pat be more productive, but Pat only sees these suggestions as criticism. Your company has 
grown to the point where you cannot overlook this shortcoming in Pat and you have decided to 
look for an advanced collector.
Another position has opened up that you would like to offer Pat at the same level of compensation 
but a slightly lower level of responsibility. You want to keep Pat but you’re afraid Pat won’t want 
the new position and you can’t keep Pat in the old position.
How would you negotiate with Pat?
Six-Step Checklist
When dealing with difficult employees, as with difficult debtors there is generally a perfect 
solution, but the employee is generally so apprehensive that he may not realize it as readily as you 
do. Our six-step “Difficult People Checklist” will enable you to incorporate his viewpoint and 
yours into the decision-making. In the final analysis, however, the decision will be yours.
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1. Be flexible.
Could you offer Pat any incentive to take the new position? Perhaps Pat is a working parent who 
might appreciate flex-time.
2. Say something soothing.
What are Pat’s other fine qualities besides perfect attendance? Make a sincere compliment on 
these.
3. Take stock of the situation.
Have you asked Pat about job preference or career goals? Maybe Pat would be relieved to take 
the new position. (Let’s assume not for the purpose of this exercise.)
4. Choose the best alternative.
Remember our four-step problem-solving process? Put it to work again. Should you leave Pat in 
the present position and let the company suffer? Should you move Pat into the new position and 
make Pat unhappy? Should you leave Pat in the present position and insist on participation in 
training courses?
5. Put your plan into action.
Have you decided what to do yet? In collection, the company almost always has to take 
precedence over the person, so either enroll Pat in training courses and re-evaluate the situation in 
six months, or move Pat into the new position and deal with the fall-out.
6. Prepare for the result.
What will you do if Pat quits altogether? Being short-staffed temporarily may be the best solution 
in the long run.
Result
Although Pat didn’t realize it at first, the new position was a relief. Unfortunately, the high tech 
CFO who had to make the ultimate decision to move her suffered a lot of stress both in going 
through the process and living with the result until he determined that Pat was indeed happy. As 
another student of the “donut” school of therapy, the CFO had to make a conscious effort to make 
time for his mental first aid — exercise, fishing, and reading.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FOLLOW-UP (ARFU) AND LOGGING
INTRODUCTION
By the time I finish a full- or half-day seminar, the participants are pretty much convinced that 
telephone calls are the most effective collection method. At the end of the presentation, however, 
I like to remind them that speaking with a debtor is only half the job. To be a truly successful 
collector, you have to document every conversation and review your notes before the next contact. 
Since I often don’t have time to instruct in something as elementary as keeping a log, I try to leave 
them with a memorable reference to the importance of writing things down.
“How many of you are golfers?” I ask. (This is always a good end-of-session “pick-me-up” 
especially if the meeting is in a resort area!) Generally a few people raise their hands. Then I 
ask, “How many of you play miniature golf?” The “real” golfers cringe at the comparison, but 
usually all of the attendees raise their hands. “Next time you go to the golf course,” I challenge 
them, “pick up one of the little pencils (I hold one up even though they can barely see it), tape it to 
the wall over your desk, and tape a sign next to it that says, ‘The shortest pencil is preferable to 
the longest memory.’” Amid whispers of “Neat,” “Ah ha,” etc., I bring the session to a close.
Later in this chapter we’ll see that you may be fortunate enough to be able to keep a computerized 
log rather than a handwritten one, but my little golf pencil still drives home the importance of 
documentation. This book will not end on that note, however, so please keep it in mind as you 
finish the book — “The shortest pencil is preferable to the longest memory.”
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ARFU
In an earlier section on what to say to clients at 30, 60, or 90 days, I made some suggestions for 
beginning the conversation and instructed you to record the response in the debtor’s file and note 
the follow-up date on your calendar. At this point, I was more concerned with getting you 
comfortable with speaking to the debtor than with writing in your log. Now you’ll see, however, 
that the collection call is not complete unless it has been documented and assigned a follow-up 
date.
At one client, I was fortunate enough to have a computerized system that let me keep unlimited 
collection notes and prompted me whenever it was time to follow up a promise. At another client, 
the computer system would only let me keep ten lines of verbiage. When I entered the eleventh 
line, the first line went away, not a satisfactory system for monitoring debtors’ payment habits 
over as much as 150 days.
For my work at the later client, I developed Exhibit 11-1A, “Accounts Receivable Follow-Up 
Summary.” I kept a page for each debtor and filed them alphabetically in a loose-leaf notebook. 
(You’ve probably already figured out that loose-leaf filler paper will work just as well!) Since this 
client’s computer system didn’t have a follow-up system either to prompt me when it was time to 
make a subsequent call, I used a simple desk calendar to record my follow-up dates. (A “day-at-a- 
glance” type calendar works best — one page per day.)
Whenever I made a collection call, I would log the notes of the conversation on my “Accounts 
Receivable Follow-Up Summary,” and when the debtor made a promise to pay, I would jot the 
anticipated payment date on my desk calendar. My first task upon arriving at the client was to 
look at my desk calendar and see who I was expecting payments from on that date. If the 
payments had not arrived, I would review my “Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summaries” for 
their specific promises and make my follow-up calls.
Exhibit 11-1B shows an example of a collection history compiled for one debtor. (Although 
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EXHIBIT 11-1A
Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summary
action
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EXHIBIT 11-1B
Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summary
ACTIONDATE
1/4/00 9:00 A Left message on answering machine at residence for Mr. or Mrs. 
Fields to call back.
1/5/00 4:30 P Spoke with Mrs. Fields at home; she will send $100 balance by 
1/12/00.
1/12/00 4:30 P Spoke with Mrs. Fields at home; told her I didn’t receive payment by 
today as promised; she said dog was sick and she had to pay vet bill; 
she will send $100 balance by 1/19/00.
1/19/00 4:30 P Spoke with Mrs. Fields at home; told her she has made two broken 
promises — 1/12/00 and 1/19/00; promise on 1/19/00 broken 
because she had to pay vet bill; she said dog died and had to buy new 
dog for kids; she will send $100 balance by 1/26/00.
1/26/00 4:30 P Spoke with Mrs. Fields at home; detailed conversations and broken 
promises — 1/12/00, 1/19/00, 1/26/00; promise on 1/19/00 broken 
because she had to pay vet bill; promise on 1/26/00 broken because 
she had to buy new dog; she will send $100 by 2/2/00.
2/2/00 9:00 A No payment received; sent 1/31/00 end-of-month statement with 
note, “When we spoke on 1/12/00 you promised to send balance by 
1/19/00; on 1/19/00 you said you had to pay the vet bill but would 
send balance by 1/26/00; on 1/26/00 you said you had to buy new 
dog but would send balance by today. What is the status of this 
payment?”
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The preceding history is much sillier than the usual collection log because I want the specifics of 
the sick dog and the dead dog to stick in your mind. I also had more broken promises than I 
usually allow because I want the sequence of debtor excuses and collector replies to stay with you 
as well. Naturally, I get more answering machines than debtors, but I want this “Accounts 
Receivable Follow-Up Summary” to reflect person-to-person conversation because the follow-up 
can be more targeted.
Important Elements
Let’s note a few important elements of our exchanges with Mrs. Fields:
1. Time of day.
On 1/4/00 I reached an answering machine at 9:00 A.M. On 1/5/00 I reached Mrs. Fields at 
home at 4:30 P.M. Now I know that 4:30 P.M. is a good time to reach her.
2. Promise date.
On 1/5/00 I received a promise to pay by 1/12/00 rather than “next week” or “in a few days.” I 
put her name on my desk calendar for 1/12/00. When her payment was not in the office on that 
day I made a follow-up call.
3. Specific details.
On 1/12/00 I referenced her specific promise on 1/5/00. I did the same with her promises on 
1/19/00 and 1/26/00. Now she knows I’m paying attention.
4. Statement note.
When her payment was not in the office on 2/2/00 I recapped her promises on her 1/31/00 end-of- 
month statement. It’s going out anyway so I might as well make good use of it. Now she’ll see 
all her “promises” in writing.
Value of Log
Generally, much earlier in the sequence of excuses and replies, the debtor will start to realize that 
you know what time of day is best to reach her, you remember promise dates, and you recall 
unique details. It gradually dawns on her that either you have a phenomenal memory or you’re 
writing things down. When debtors think you’re keeping a log on them, they get nervous, and 
they pay. (Remember how a schoolteacher could strike fear into your heart by saying, “This is 
going on your permanent record!”?)
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Some collectors find the psychology of this technique so effective that they always reply, “I’m 
going to make a note in my book that you had to pay the vet bill but you’ll send the $100 balance 
by 1/19/00.” They don’t even leave it to the debtor’s imagination. If the debtor doesn’t pick up 
on the logging right away, when you send them an end-of-month statement with their “promises” 
in black and white — or better yet in red pen — they know your memory can’t be that good.
Use Debtor's Notes
Depending on your degree of computerization, there are a couple of variations of the note on the 
end-of-month statement. If you can print a computerized history of the debtor’s “promises,” I 
would do so and tuck it in the statement. If your log is not computerized, you can photocopy your 
“Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summary” instead of transcribing it onto the statement. One of 
my favorite collection techniques, however, is to send back to the debtor her own written promise.
When someone sends me a partial payment, for example, they often send a note saying when 
they’ll pay the rest. I save all these, stapling Post-It notes and small pieces of paper onto 8-1/2 by 
11 sheets, putting them into an alphabetical file, and making a note in my log and on my calendar 
that I’ve received “a promise note.” When the follow-up date arrives and the payment is not in 
the office, I simply photocopy their note and send it back to them or enclose it in the end-of-month 
statement. If you think you can get a prompt payment by writing on a debtor’s statement, you’ll 
get an even quicker payment when they see their own “promises” in their own handwriting once 
again. Why would you bother with collection letters when you have these clever, personalized 
tools available?
If you think sorting statements is too labor intensive, check with your systems manager or 
computer expert. They should be able to run them so that all the over 60’s or over 90’s come out 
at once, much like they can sort by zip code. If they come out alphabetically as well, they’ll be in 
the same order as your manual collection book for easy review and notation.
Use Shorthand
Another way to save time during your logging is to use “Collection Shorthand.” Exhibit 11-2 
shows you a few examples but you can add your own for a computerized list. Exhibit 11-3 gives 
you a chance to try your hand at translation; the answer is in Exhibit 11-4. You can use the 
shorthand whether you enter your notes into a computer or a log book. Just make sure that anyone 
who needs to translate them in your absence has a copy of the key. If I were to use shorthand in 
my log for Mrs. Fields, the result would be much like that in Exhibit 11-5, including abbreviated 
excuses and replies.
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Whether you use a computerized or handwritten logging system, be alert to the best time of day to 
reach the debtor, the dates she promised to pay, the details of each excuse, and any “promise 
notes” she may send.
FOLLOW-UP
Logging your conversations not only helps you remember the promise — it helps you remember 
who made the promise. In a household or small business, you may very often speak to the same 
person every time you call, but in a larger company you may have to speak with several people to 
resolve the account. This section will not only show you how to follow up your conversations, it 
will show you how to move to the next level when you’re getting stonewalled.
In the previous section I detailed a conversation with an individual client, Mrs. Fields. Unless she 
referred you to a co-owner of her account, you really had no choice but to deal exclusively with 
her. With a small business client, the exchanges will probably be similar to those with an 
individual, but you may start out speaking to a bookkeeper or spouse before moving on to the 
owner who can actually pay the bill.
In a corporate setting, you may also begin with the bookkeeper or accounts payable clerk, but you 
will have the option of climbing the client’s accounting ladder to obtain payment. Exhibit 11-6 
shows an example of a collection log for a small business client; Exhibit 11-7 for a corporate 
client.
Move Up Levels
My philosophy of small business and corporate collection is quite simple: As soon as I hear a 
negative answer such as “cash flow problems” — an answer that means no money for me — I 
immediately go to the next level.
In Exhibit 11-6, there is only one more level — bookkeeper to owner. In Exhibit 11-7, however, I 
can move from accounts payable clerk to account manager to controller to vice president for 
finance.
In the case of the small business client, once I went from speaking to the bookkeeper to the owner, 
the log closely resembled that of an individual client. Again with more client cooperation than 
usual to better illustrate the reference of promises and replies, I couldn’t go any higher so I had to 
make my point by continually repeating the dates he promised to pay and the details of each 
excuse.
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EOM End of month
EOW End of week
L1 First collection letter
L2 Second collection letter
L3 Third collection letter
LM Left message
NG CK No good (bounced) check
OOT Out of town
OOW Out of work
POB Place of business
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EXHIBIT 11-3
Speaking Collection-ese
Translate the following collection notes made by a previous collector on a file that has been 
transferred to you:
12/17/99 - 9:00 A - LM AM RES & LM VM POB; send L1
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EXHIBIT 11-4
Speaking Collection-ese
Translate the following collection notes made by a previous collector on a file that has been 
transferred to you:
12/17/99 - 9:00 A - LM AM RES & LM VM POB; send L1
12/17/99 — 4:30 P - MRS CB RE PTP $100 EOW
1. Left message on answering machine at residence and left message on voice mail at 
place of business; sent Letter No. 1.
2. Mrs. called back regarding promise to pay $100 by end of week.
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EXHIBIT 11-5









9:00 A LM AM RES FOR MR OR MRS TO CB
4:30 P SW MRS RES; PTP $100 1/12/00
4:30 P SW MRS RES; HAD TO PAY VET; PTP $100 1/19/00
4:30 P SW MRS RES; HAD TO BUY NEW DOG; PTP $100 1/26/00
4:30 P SW MRS RES; PTP $100 2/2/00
9:00 A SENT STATEMENT WITH HANDWRITTEN NOTE RE PTP’S
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Although most small businesses keep regular hours, it may be helpful to note in your log what 
time of day the owner seems to be most accessible, especially if he is in a business such as 
construction that requires him to leave the office. Notes on statements are not especially effective 
here because they are generally opened at a lower level. To be at all attention-getting, any 
correspondence should be sent in a non-window envelope and marked “Personal and 
Confidential.’’
Personal visits also make an impression even if the owner is not there and you can only speak with 
the bookkeeper or leave your card in the door. This effort shows that you are so serious about 
collecting your money that you are willing to disrupt your own routine in order to do so. You’ll 
note I did not advise personal visits to your individual clients at their homes when trying to 
recover fees. Although this may be an extreme example, one seminar participant from a utility 
company remarked that when she goes on a “disconnect, ” she always takes a buddy to leave in the 
kitchen because she has been locked in the basement by disgruntled customers!
Move Up Corporate Levels
When dealing with large corporate clients, the sequence of promises and replies again comes into 
play, except this time you’ll be having conversations with increasingly senior individuals. When I 
speak with accounts payable clerks who cannot help me, for example, I thank them for their 
information and ask, “Who can get this done for me?” or, “Who can help me with this?” I never 
say, “Who’s your supervisor?” That’s the quickest way to get nowhere.
As I climb the accounting ladder, I continue to thank people for their help and ask who can help 
me. Generally, at about the controller or vice president for finance level, I find someone who will 
help me either because they don’t want me to call them again or they want to keep me happy 
(usually the former!).
Time of day is not a big consideration in making calls to large corporate clients because, unlike 
small businesses, they keep regular hours. The only instances where time of day is a factor is if 
you’re calling clients in different United States time zones or overseas. Likewise, written 
correspondence rarely makes it to the top and personal visits are often impractical. (If you do 
want to drop in on a client who is not local, you might consider sending a sales rep or distributor 
in your place.)
Stonewalling
More often than not, when you ask who can help you or ask for the name of the next logical 
person on the accounting ladder, you’re going to get stonewalled. One of the best ways to get a 
name that no one wants to give you is to call the main telephone switchboard at lunch. The person 
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covering for the regular receptionist is often not as savvy as the full-time operator and will 
generally tell you what you want to know.
Another way to do this is to call before or after hours when you might reach a security desk. 
Also, many executives answer their own phones before and after hours and sometimes even during 
lunch. Even more difficult than getting through to the correct person, however, is bypassing that 
person’s voice mail. Remember our “guilt” words from an earlier chapter?
If I were leaving a message on the vice president’s voice mail based on the collection log in 
Exhibit 11-7, I would say, “Chris, I’ve spoken with Mary, the A/P clerk, on 1/4/00 and Bob, the 
accounting manager, on 1/5/00. Both said you were having cash flow problems. I spoke with 
Sally, the controller, on 1/6/00 and she said that she might be able to give me a partial payment if 
both signatories were in town. I’d appreciate the courtesy of a return call regarding the status of 
the payment. ”
Very few high level accounting executives will let that call go unanswered if there is any way at all 
to pay you. Chris will most likely go back to Mary in A/P and instruct her to send a check. Once 
you’ve received your check and it has cleared, you should be sure to thank anyone who has had a 
part in expediting it. You’ll stay in their minds in the future both for your tenacity and your 
courtesy.
Whether you’re calling small businesses or large corporations, talking to one person or many 
people, it is still your attention to specific dates and promises that will result in successful 
collections.
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EXHIBIT 11-6
Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summary
DATE ACTION
1/4/00 9:00 A Spoke with Mary, bookkeeper; having cash flow problems; referred 
me to Chris, owner.
1/5/00 9:00 A Spoke with Chris, owner; waiting for big check from one of his 
customers; he will send $1,000 balance by 1/12/00.
1/12/00 9:00 A Spoke with Chris, owner; told him I didn’t receive payment by today 
as promised; he said big check never came; will send $1,000 from 
credit line by 1/19/00.
1/19/00 9:00 A Spoke with Chris, owner; told him he had made two broken promises 
— 1/12/00 and 1/19/00; promise on 1/12/00 broken because check 
never came; he said no credit available on credit line; will send 
$1,000 from family loan by 1/26/00.
1/26/00 9:00 A Spoke with Chris, owner; detailed three previous dates and promises; 
asked for status of payment.
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EXHIBIT 11-7
Accounts Receivable Follow-Up Summary
DATE ACTION
1/4/00 9:00 A Spoke with Mary, A/P Clerk; having cash flow problems; referred 
me to Bob, Accounting Manager.
1/5/00 9:00 A Spoke with Bob, Accounting Manager, told him I had spoken with 
Mary, A/P Clerk 1/4/00 and she said having cash flow problems; 
Bob gave me same story; referred me to Sally, Controller.
1/6/00 9:00 A Spoke with Sally, Controller, told her I had spoken with Mary, A/P 
Clerk, 1/4/00 and Bob, Accounting Manager, 1/5/00 and both said 
having cash flow problems; Sally said might be able to give me 
partial payment but needs two signatures and other signatory out of 
town; referred me to Chris, Vice President Finance.
1/7/00 9:00 A Spoke with Chris, Vice President Finance; detailed dates and 







One of my regular seminar participants called my office one day with the following lament: His 
collector loved her job, he paid her fairly, she’d been to several of my seminars, and she seemed 
to know what she was doing, but her receivables were out of sight! Could I help? I was pretty 
sure he was right about his collector because she had been a very spirited seminar attendee and 
was not shy about asking questions. (Usually the participants who don’t like their work and are at 
the session under duress sit quietly and anonymously in the back.)
I said I’d see what I could do and asked him to start at the beginning by faxing me her job 
description. As soon as I saw it, I knew what his problem was. Out of 18 items in order of 
priority on her job description, only one had anything to do with collecting money — and it was 
No. 11! When I pointed this out to him, he just didn’t know what to do because she was very 
good at everything she did and he didn’t want to lose the use of her in items Nos. 1-10 in order to 
give her more time to collect money.
What I tried to impress upon him is the concept that will be the focus of this last chapter. If you 
have someone who’s good at collecting money and likes to do it, treasure them. They’re very 
hard to find. It’s a lot easier to train a person to do general office work, as the collector in this 
case was doing, than it is to teach them to collect money. In fact some people can’t do it at all — 
especially medical collections. When I last spoke with the business owner, he was in the process 
of rewriting everyone’s job description and reassigning the collector’s other duties to make 
optimum use of her time and talents — a good first step as we will see.
HOW THE RIGHT COLLECTOR CAN REDUCE RECEIVABLES
When we think of employees who deal with money we very often think of bookkeepers, 
accountants, controllers, etc. Consequently, when we think about hiring someone to collect 
money, our thoughts run along the same lines. In actuality, the skill set required to do collection 
is completely different from that for accounting.
I’m very often asked to do finance and accounting seminars for businesses and my answer is 
always the same: I can collect it but I can’t count it. Before I was a collector, I was a 
schoolteacher. I specialized in talking to people. Schoolteachers, bank tellers, telemarketers — 
people who talk for a living — make the best collectors. It’s always handy to have an accountant 
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around in case I need help compiling “Days Sales Outstanding” or some such report, but for the 
most part, the skill set that accountants need to work quietly and diligently with numbers does not 
lend itself well to collection.
One of the best collectors I ever knew was a fellow who had been driving a canteen truck from 
one construction site to another for many years and wanted an inside job for a change. While this 
may seem to be a bit of a stretch, he had all of the qualities necessary for the job. He was used to 
talking to people as they lined up at his truck, he had to document his inventory and sales, and 
most importantly, he had to collect on the workers’ tabs every payday!
Exhibit 12-1 asks you to choose one of two collectors to fill your open collector position. Jot 
down a couple of reasons for your selection before I tell you which one most people select.
EXHIBIT 12-1
Decide which of the following two applicants you would hire to fill your open collector position:
Applicant A: Experienced collector with major retail store; excellent references and
professional appearance; retail store has reputation for aggressive collection 
tactics.
Applicant B: Laid-off bank employee; no collection experience; graduate of retraining
program for people who want to find new jobs in collection field; excellent 
references and professional appearance.











You’ve probably figured out that a lot of people would prefer a combination of the two with the 
accent on whatever characteristic is important to their business — aggressive collections or 
problem-solving techniques. When forced to choose between the two, however, most people 
choose Applicant B for the following reasons:
1. He would be highly motivated due to a layoff.
2. He could be trained in the new company’s philosophy.
3. He had not picked up any bad habits from another company.
The exception to this choice was a West Coast participant in an East Coast collection seminar in 
the late 1980s — a time of a lot of high level downsizing, particularly in New England. The 
fellow from out West, where the recession had not hit so badly, just couldn’t understand how his 
fellow participants could possibly consider hiring someone who had “gotten himself laid off.”
Snap Judgments
I learned a valuable lesson myself about making snap judgments when I was asked to evaluate a 
group of adult learners to whom I’d been teaching collection skills. I knew that they had been 
disadvantaged in some way, generally through poverty or illness, or they would not have qualified 
for the program, but instructors were never told the students’ circumstances until after grades and 
evaluations were given. (A fair policy with which I had no argument.)
When asked my opinion of a particular woman, I volunteered that she was probably one of the 
brightest people ever to go through the program but that I didn’t think she’d make a good 
employee because she was quite a “clock watcher” — always asking me what time was break, 
lunch, etc. I was absolutely dumbfounded when the director replied, “Virginia was in prison for 
several years. She never went anywhere unless someone said she could. ”
When choosing a collector from your existing employees or hiring from outside your firm or 
company, keep in mind that the most important factors are the ability to talk intelligently and 
courteously to other people, a facility for details and organization, and their desire to reflect the 
philosophy of your organization.
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HOW TO GET ALL OF YOUR EMPLOYEES ON YOUR CREDIT AND 
COLLECTION TEAM
Why put the “Hiring and Training” chapter at the end of the book? Why not put it at the 
beginning so that you can find out how to hire a collector and then hand them the book? Two 
reasons:
■ First, if you’ve read the entire book, you may be surprised to find that you can do the 
collections yourself or have someone in-house who can;
■ Second, if you’ve read the entire book, especially as a CPA at a larger firm or a CFO of a 
corporation, you’ll be in a prime position to direct your credit and collection team.
Team Work
Your next question will logically be, “Who is on the team?” The answer: Everyone in your 
company! Example: One day I was a bill payer instead of a bill collector. I went to the hospital 
to pay a bill in person since I had other business there as well. The bill had been incurred at a 
satellite location closer to my home but bills had to be mailed to or paid at the main facility. As 
soon as I entered the lobby, I saw that the receptionist was busy helping someone else, so I asked 
directions of the first employee I saw — a custodian. Instead of giving me verbal directions 
through the maze of interconnected buildings, the gentleman escorted me right where I wanted to 
go!
Remember I said that happy customers are more likely to pay their bills? After the custodian 
saved me from wandering aimlessly in search of the billing office I was a very happy customer 
indeed. He was on the credit and collection team and didn’t even know it! While this may seem 
like a bit of an exaggeration, my philosophy is that anyone who comes in contact with a client or 
whose product ends up in the hands of a client has the potential to make an impression on that 
client. Hopefully, it will be a good one.
Sales Reps
The first people that you want to get on your credit and collection team, if applicable, are your 
sales representatives. Credit managers and collectors are often said to comprise the “Sales 
Prevention Department,” but this doesn’t have to be the case if you enact a couple of simple 
policies.
■ First, salespeople should be paid commission only on paid invoices. Since they are usually 
the first members of your company to meet the customer, the customer will take their cue 
from them. A sales representative who is compensated on paid sales will take greater care 
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to explain your payment policies and the customer will be aware that you are serious about 
getting your money.
■ Further, if the customer does not pay on a timely basis, the salespeople will have a stake in 
assisting the collector to resolve the account. Many company owners, however, do not like 
to mix sales with collections because they feel that a customer will not order as often if he 
feels that he is going to be confronted about previous bills. I would agree that such a 
customer is probably not one of your best. This is a very personal decision, but I would 
offer that very few collectors whose sales representatives are paid on paid invoices show up 
at my seminars.
If you don’t want to change your compensation system for salespeople, a simple policy to institute 
is one that would require sales representatives and collectors to spend at least one day a year 
accompanying each other on the job. The salespeople will gain new insight into the techniques 
involved in obtaining payment for the products they’ve sold, while the “Sales Prevention 
Department” will receive a greater appreciation for the skills necessary to close a sale. The two 
employees or departments might find they have a lot in common because collection is often 
referred to as “selling the customer on the idea of paying the bill.”
Support Personnel
Next up on your credit and collection team should be processors, billers, shippers, and anyone 
who supplies paperwork necessary to support the collection effort. A good example of this is one 
that I often run into at my fuel oil client — incorrect pricing. I called a customer for payment only 
to find that they were charged the wrong price. Naturally, they don’t want to pay until they get a 
corrected invoice — a document I now have to haunt the biller to send.
Aside from trying to hire accurate people in the first place, one effective way I found to get 
collection support people on my team has been to research the error back to the source and gently 
guide the employee through the layers of consternation the original mistake caused. A lot of 
employers don’t take the time to educate their employees about each individual’s role in the 
proverbial “big picture,” but I’ve been on the receiving end of such guidance myself in unfamiliar 
industries and have generally found it quite enlightening and helpful.
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People Who Deal With Customers
Last, but certainly not least important, to your credit and collection team are receptionists, field 
service technicians, delivery people, and others who may not supply orders, process paperwork, 
or collect money, but who still have the potential to make a positive impact on your customers. 
To many customers, the people that they talk to and see most often are your company. I once 
asked my mentor in the fuel oil business what he felt was the most important aspect of his public 
relations effort. His answer: A clean truck! Once I started paying attention to the many filthy oil 
delivery trucks on the road, I knew he was right. What did the customer see most often? The 
clean truck!
Outside People
Once in a while, you have to try to get people on your credit and collection team who don’t even 
work for you. After you get your bill out the door, you very often have to walk it through your 
customer’s company before it can get paid. In an earlier chapter, we talked about climbing the 
accounting ladder to get paid, but sometimes you have to start outside the accounts payable 
department.
Here’s an example: I collected money for a company that delivered products to the maintenance 
department at its customer’s location. Before the bill could be paid, it had to be approved by the 
maintenance department’s secretary and forwarded to accounts payable. Since I knew that the 
sequence started in maintenance, I would call the secretary there first and ask for the status of the 
bill. She invariably said the bill was “in process,” so one day I decided to visit the office to see if 
I could do anything to streamline or circumvent the system. When I got to the office, I was 
dumbfounded to discover that “the process” involved the secretary initialing the bill and taking it 
six steps across the hall to accounts payable! A call to the controller got “the process” shortened 
from 60 days to seven.
As you build your credit and collection team, keep in mind that, before you can collect money, 
you may have to collect cooperation — first from people in your own company and then from 
employees of your customers.
HIRING AND TRAINING OUTLINE
A couple of years ago, as the Internet and email were coming into everyday use, a financial 
association asked me to do a Credit and Collection Clinic for them with particular emphasis on 
how technology could improve collections. My personal philosophy is that a good collector is 
more crucial than high tech innovation, but to make sure I was on the right track I called a couple 
of colleagues in the association and put the question to them.
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Despite the fact that their companies were very different sizes, both had the same answer: 
Technology is helpful in the early stages of collection, when you want to accrue finance charges or 
send letters, but by the time an account is 30-60 days old, there is no substitute for a human being. 
Armed with this background, I did the seminar, but with minimal mention of technology, and no 
one seemed to miss it. The participants were primarily concerned with how to talk to people who 
owed them money or how to hire someone who could. With that in mind, here are my eight steps 
for successfully hiring and training a collector.
Eight Steps to Successful Collections
1. Hiring of correct person vs. training of incorrect person
Much like sales, collection is something that either a person can do or they can’t. Previous 
anecdotes and exercises have shown some of the qualities that make up a good collector. Even 
knowing that, however, some people still make the mistake of forcing “a square peg into a round 
hole.” This is especially true of small family businesses where owners can’t or won’t make 
changes.
In the example I gave at the beginning of this chapter, the woman with 18 items on her job 
description, the boss first wanted to make another employee his collector and let the woman do 
other things that she was good at doing. After interviewing both parties — the enthusiastic woman 
and the reticent alternative — I told him the choice was clear. He had one employee who was 
very comfortable talking and one who wasn’t. Once he had finalized his decision, I suggested that 
he make use of the “Introductory Credit Manager Letter” found on Appendix page A-8.
In addition to introducing a new employee or announcing an in-house promotion, this letter lets 
your clients or customers know that you are serious about collecting your money. It also gives the 
collector an entree to the client or customer before the account becomes a large problem.
2. Development of job description
Exhibit 12-2 shows my ideal job description for a collector — call past-due customers for money. 
In a large company, this may be all the collector does. Other employees would be responsible for 
the related paperwork, such as inputting credit applications and generating monthly statements. A 
more realistic job description for a Credit and Collection Representative in a CPA firm or small to 
moderate company is shown in Exhibit 12-3. It might also involve accounts receivable and cash 
posting responsibilities, but I try to separate this task from collection whenever possible through a 
lock box or other automated system.
One thing I never include in a collection job description is generating letters. You’ve realized by 
now that I don’t think letters work. Consequently, I don’t think that printing, signing, folding, 
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stuffing, etc., is a good use of a collector’s time. In a large company, where a collector might 




1. Calls to past-due customers
EXHIBIT 12-3
Job Description 
Credit and Collection Representative
1. Calls to past-due customers
2. Credit application input and review/engagement letter review
3. Monthly statement review and notes
4. Credit reporting to credit bureau
5. Attorney/collection agency referral and communication
3. Telephone resume and personal meeting
Whenever I advertise for a collector, I never tell them to send a resume. I always tell them to 
call. If I’m going to hire someone to work on the telephone, I want to know what they sound like 
over the phone. If they sound like they can talk intelligently to people about money, I invite them 
to send a resume. If the resume looks as good as they sound, then I ask them to come in for an 
interview.
Once I get down to a handful of top candidates, I call each of them back on the pretext that I 
forgot to ask them something. Generally, one will sound better than the others on the phone, but I 
may have forgotten the specifics since my original call. One CFO who asked my advice on hiring 
a collector still did this in reverse, interviewing her before talking to her on the phone. When he 
made his follow-up call, he was surprised at how garbled her speech sounded over the phone. 
When she was right in front of him and he could “lip read,” he hadn’t noticed it at all.
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4. Hours for best results
Many companies think of employees in terms of a 40-hour, 9-5 person — not a good time period 
for collecting from individuals. While the corporate culture is slowly adapting to part-time and 
flex-time, you may need to embrace those concepts now to get the most collection bang for your 
buck.
One of my clients who was collecting primarily from homeowners needed a collector who could 
work Monday through Friday 3-7, and Saturday 9-12 — not an attractive schedule for a traditional 
employee. Luckily, I knew a gentleman who had recently taken an early retirement from a 
collection position at the telephone company. He wanted to get a part-time job but didn’t want to 
forgo his beach and golf time. It was a match made in heaven!
Before you think about hiring a collector, think about when the debtors you are trying to reach are 
available. You may want to concentrate your search on more non-traditional sources. You may 
even want to outsource it altogether to a financial temporary service that specializes in filling such 
requests.
5. Characteristics of the successful collector
Talking intelligently on the telephone, listening attentively to debtors, organizing thoroughly for 
follow-up — these are the most crucial traits of an effective collector. If you are fortunate enough 
to find someone who can also interface successfully with non-delinquent clients or customers, 
fellow employees, and your customers’ employees, so much the better. Some collectors, 
however, are so used to dealing with problem people that they have trouble switching gears to 
handle easy situations.
I myself make a lousy receptionist or customer service worker, when I have to pinch hit, because 
there’s no challenge; there’s no thrill. This is OK in a collector. There are usually plenty of 
problems to keep her busy. When I do find a collector who can work both ends of the spectrum, I 
like her to initiate contact with new customers and re-establish relationships with lost customers. 
The sample letters found on Appendix pages A-6 and A-7 can help her in this regard.
The “New Client Letter” can accompany the engagement letter (or credit application) to show 
from the outset that prompt return of the document is important to your firm or company. 
Likewise, the “Lost Client Letter” can give former clients (or customers) an entree back into your 
business, but having your collector control this will ensure that only good payers are approached 
in this way.
6. Training program for collection personnel
Nobody wanted to be a bill collector when they grew up. There are no courses or degrees in 
Credit and Collection in traditional schools and colleges. Most collectors end up in the job in two 
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ways: They were doing something else in the company, a collection position became available, it 
looked interesting, and it generally paid more money. Or, they were doing something related in 
the company, the collector left, they were asked to fill in until the new collector came, and the 
new collector never came.
Either way, they may have received some on-the-job training or been sent to some outside 
seminar. I wrote this book because it filled a void in my own collection library — an easy-to-read, 
anecdotal book of collection tips and tools. To appropriately train a collector, I would supplement 
this book with attendance at public seminars. The chance to meet other collectors and hear what 
has worked for them is invaluable.
7. Evaluation of Collector
The best way to evaluate your collector is to review your aged trial balance religiously. If your 
over-30s consistently decrease, then you have an effective collector. I advise collectors to monitor 
their ATB themselves and use the improved figures as the basis for a merit raise. If you’re still 
confused as to how to size up your collector, think of how you review your salespeople. 
Remember — collection is just selling people on the idea of paying the bill. If you use quotas in 
your sales evaluation, a similar system will work just as well in your collection reviews.
8. Compensation for collection personnel
At every seminar I do I always ask for a show of hands indicating how many collectors are paid on 
commission. I see very few hands. Since collection, again, is so aligned with sales, my personal 
philosophy is that collectors should be paid based on how much money they collect. When I said 
this in a medical collections seminar, one nurse turned collector remarked, “I was never paid for 
the number of temperatures I took!” Well, maybe she should have been. Work without incentive 
is quite discouraging. It’s one of the reasons that I went to work for myself. My income is 
limited only by my own hand.
If it’s not feasible to change your policies to pay commission to non-sales employees, there are 
many other ways to compensate and encourage employees. One client gives extra time off to 
employees who achieve their quotas. Another company lets its star employees sign up for the 
complimentary use of a beach-front cottage. A third company pools all of the trips and 
merchandise won in sales contests and shares them with successful employees in other 
departments.
Exhibit 12-4 summarizes the hiring and training process in our familiar checklist format — choose 
a collector wisely, challenge her consistently, train her thoroughly, evaluate her fairly, and 




Hiring and Training Checklist
1. Hiring of correct person vs. training of incorrect person
2. Development of job description
3. Telephone resume and personal meeting
4. Hours for best results
5. Characteristics of the successfill collector
6. Training program for collection personnel
7. Evaluation of collector




A WORD ABOUT MEDICAL COLLECTIONS
My public seminars that are not unique to any industry often attract a lot of collectors from 
hospitals, doctors’ offices, ambulance companies, and other medical providers. Frustrated by the 
myriad of health insurance companies and their volumes of paperwork, medical collectors jump at 
the chance to learn how to collect money from third-party payers. What they fail to realize, 
however, is that communicating with an insurance company is called “billing.” Communicating 
with a patient is “collection.”
The first boss I had in the collection business was a hospital Patient Accounts Manager who gave 
me a truism that I still quote 25 years later. I can still hear him saying, “If you get the correct 
health insurance information from the patient, and you send in a correct insurance claims form to 
the correct processing location, you will get paid.” As confusing as third-party payers have 
become to patients and billers, that statement is still accurate today.
Managing a medical office does involve a lot of topics we’ve explored in this book: Obtaining a 
thorough registration form from the patient, communicating billing and payment policies to the 
patient, making telephone calls to insurance companies and patients on a timely basis, using good 
listening skills with claims processors and patients, logging specific details and follow-up dates, 
and employing the correct person for the job. In many ways, billing health insurance companies is 
a lot like collecting from corporate accounting departments. You often have to move up the ladder 
to get attention for your claim.
What a collection seminar cannot teach you, however, are the unique regulations and codes for 
each insurance company. It is confusion about the billing process that results in a rejected claim. 
You cannot begin the collection process from the patient until the insurance company has paid its 
share or told you why it’s not going to pay its portion.
Once an insurance company has paid all that it’s going to pay — and that may be zero — the bill 
then becomes the responsibility of the patient — self-pay or patient pay — and true collection 
begins.
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CONCLUSION
This book highlighted the crucial role that collections play in your firm or company’s success and 
how losses caused by non-payment can be minimized or avoided altogether. By learning how to 
manage the entire collection process, you can develop a plan that will allow you to clarify your 
payment policies prior to the service and make contact with your debtors on a timely basis. The 
case studies and exhibits have tried to emphasize how to recognize important characteristics of 
your debtors and identify problems before they result in delinquency.
Before you put down this book, however, I want you to do what I ask all of my seminar 
participants to do at the end of the day. I want you to turn to the next page entitled “Action 
Items,” and I want you to write down three things that you can do to improve your collection 
effort. You may be tempted to write down more than three, but if you do, you’ll never get 
anything done.
After you’ve completed the first three, you can write down three more, and so on. Try to make 
your first three reasonable tasks that you can accomplish just by changing your behavior; for 
example, making more telephone calls, sending fewer letters, listening better, etc. You’re more 
likely to achieve them if they do not require policy changes, such as writing a new engagement 
letter, revising a contract, or creating a “Customer Information Sheet. ”
After my seminar attendees have had a chance to jot down three things, I go around the room and 
ask them to say at least one out loud to the group. Although you may be talking only to yourself, 
say your “Action Items” out loud. Now you own them. Now you’ll get them done. Good luck. 




















Many thanks for choosing Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs for your accounting needs.
We are pleased to welcome you to our family of over one thousand clients in the greater Boston 
area who trust us with their personal and business finances. Our goal is to give you the best value 
for your accounting dollars through the high standard of service that we strive to practice in our 
office and in your home or business.
If you have any questions or comments about our services, I would welcome a call from you. We 
would be equally pleased if you would refer your family members or colleagues to us should the 
occasion arise.











Thank you for referring Ms. Judy Corcoran to us for her accounting needs.
We are pleased to welcome this client to our family of over one thousand clients in the greater 
Boston area who trust us with their personal and business finances.
It is because of loyal clients such as you that Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs has grown steadily in 
recent years.
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LOST CLIENT LETTER
July 15, 200X
Mr. William Smith 
169 Hesperus Avenue 
Magnolia, MA 01930
Dear Mr. Smith:
We are currently conducting a review of our client files.
Our records show that you have not requested accounting services for some time. We pride 
ourselves on offering our clients the best overall value for their accounting dollars. At the same 
time, we understand that the present financial climate has made people question how they spend 
their accounting dollars.
Due to the length of time since your last service, we must assume that you have made other 
arrangements for your accounting needs. If not, please give us a call! We would be pleased to 
hear from you if your present accounting arrangements do not meet your needs.











Thank you for your interest in Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs.
Enclosed is an engagement letter for your account.
Please sign the letter and return it to me in the enclosed envelope.
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Thank you for your continued support of Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs.
I would like to make you aware of some changes occurring in our office this summer. Beginning 
immediately, I will be delegating my responsibilities for follow-up of accounts receivable to a new 
employee, Helen Garito.
Helen brings over ten years of accounts receivable and client service experience to our office. She 
will be contacting you shortly to introduce herself and review your account. I will be working 
closely with Helen to sustain the prompt and courteous service that you have come to expect from 
us.











Many thanks for your continued support of Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs.
We often spend so much time on last minute emergencies and credit concerns that we do not stop 
to tell you what a pleasure an account such as yours is to our company.
Loyal customers such as you who pay bills promptly and provide paperwork routinely are the most 
important part of our business.
We will continue to work diligently to provide you with the most value for your accounting dollar.











Many thanks for your continued support of Kelleher & Kelleher, CPAs.
The current economic conditions that affect us all have caused me to develop a more structured 
approach to my office policies and procedures. Attached is a statement of these guidelines that I 
trust will meet everyone’s financial needs.
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Derived From Best Selling CPE Courses
NEW! A CPA’s Basic Guide to Proven Estate Planning Strategies to Protect Client Wealth 
By David Thomas III, Esq., and Margaret L. Toal, Esq.
The ideal foundation for estate planners — this new publication includes major recent 
developments. You will be able to apply the principles of estate and gift taxation into a 
comprehensive estate plan tailored to client needs. This guide clearly explains often complex 
estate planning concepts and terminology and features coverage of the latest developments 
and emerging trends. Highlights include small business considerations - QSSTs & ESBTs; 
gifting to minors, spouses and family members, including use of trusts; marital deduction 
planning and credit shelter trusts; effective planning using life insurance; and more.
Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 091008NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Estate Planning Techniques for the Closely-Held Business Owner 
By David Thomas III, Esq.
Tailored for experienced practitioners, this guide examines the application of mainstream and 
innovative estate planning techniques for owners of closely-held businesses. It discusses 
federal tax issues covering income, gifts, and estates as well as examines key nontax business 
considerations. Highlights include gift programs for closely-held business interests; buy-sell 
agreements; choice of entity issues including family partnerships; effective planning through 
life insurance; family equalization issues; the $1,300,000 estate tax deduction; illustrative case 
studies. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 091006NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Sophisticated Estate Planning Techniques
By David Thomas III, Esq., and Margaret L. Toal, Esq.
Learn how to apply innovative, cutting-edge techniques to gain tax advantages for the most 
challenging client estates. You'll also gain the necessary tools to incorporate a complex estate 
plan with sophisticated wealth transfer techniques. Highlights include planning with 
applicable credit amount; insurance planning - irrevocable life insurance trust, split dollar; 
gifting strategies - qualified personal residence trusts, QPRT, GRAT and GRUT; multi- 
generational tax planning; family partnerships; charitable giving - charitable remainder trust, 
charitable lead trust and family foundation; business issues impacting estate planning.
Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 091007NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Today’s Hottest Device in Estate Planning: The Family 
Limited Partnership
By Alan Eber, JD, L.L.M.
This new publication teaches specific, money-saving steps on the most effective use of a 
family limited partnership. Discover how an FLP can be integrated into a client's overall tax 
planning and how to achieve benefits such as tax savings and easier valuation. Price: $36.00 
member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 091009NE
To Order, Call 1-888-777-7077
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NEW! A CPA’s Advanced Guide to the Family Limited Partnership and Beyond: 
Saving Taxes and Protecting Clients
By Martin A. Goldberg, Esq.
Explore a wide range of sophisticated asset protection strategies using family limited 
partnerships and other cutting-edge devices. You'll learn new and exciting methods you can 
immediately put into action to lower estate taxes, and keep control of family assets. This 
book's in-depth coverage of key issues and advanced planning opportunities makes it a must 
for the estate and financial planner. Highlights include a thorough understanding of the impact 
of relevant new legislation and other critical developments, including noteworthy 
opportunities as well as potential tax traps; impact of using swing vote premiums; expanded 
case studies and client-oriented problems. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. 
Product No. 091010NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Marriage, Divorce and Family Taxation
By William J. Lindquist, MS, CPA, and William H. Olson, Ph.D., CPA
Some CPAs face questions from their clients about divorce - and sometimes face this situation 
themselves. See how the CPA can provide valuable information on taxes and their impact on 
property settlements and maintenance payments. Topics include: What are the tax 
consequences of signing a prenuptial agreement?; When can a married person file as head of 
household?; Can you file as head of household if your children are too old to be your 
dependents?; How do you structure spousal support and alimony?; What are the tax 
implications of child support?; What is the treatment of property transfers between spouses 
before, during and after marriage? Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 
091004NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Accounting, Auditing, and Tax for Construction Contractors 
By Michael J. Ramos, CPA
Perfect for CPAs in industry and public practice, this new guide reviews all of the specialized 
requirements that affect contractors. It covers everything from GAAP accounting methods, to 
auditing and review services performed by outside CPAs and important tax rules for 
contractors. Topics include: accounting for long-term construction contracts; auditing a 
construction contractor; detailed analytical review procedures; internal controls and 
substantive procedures; taxation of construction contractors and recent tax law changes; how 
tax rules differ from GAAP. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 
091000NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Getting Started With Nonprofit Organization Tax Issues
By Robert R. Lyons, CPA
For public practitioners as well as financial managers, this guide teaches you how not-for- 
profits work, their fundamental tax problems, and how to achieve tax savings and address 
special needs to overcome the commonly-faced obstacles. Topics include: qualifying for not- 
for-profit status; unrelated business income taxes (UBIT); private foundations; joint ventures 
and alternative structures; charitable organizations; practical examples and case studies; and 
more. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 091003NE
To Order, Call 1-888-777-7077
More Best Selling AICPA Publications...
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Tackling Tough Tax Issues for Nonprofit Organizations
By Robert R. Lyons, CPA
Refer to this new guide for specific, practical coverage of the hottest issues confronting CPAs 
who work for or advise nonprofits. You’ll get the latest on UBIT, use of for-profit 
subsidiaries, compliance and lobbying - along with savvy solutions to the problems “taxing” 
today’s NPO. Topics include: the latest tax law changes affecting nonprofits; dealing with 
tricky Form 990 issues; use of multiple structures within nonprofits; effect of health care 
changes on nonprofits; debt financed income; and more. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 
nonmember. Product No. 091002NE
NEW! A CPA’s Basic Guide to Credit and Collection Techniques
By Kathy Boyle
This “how-to” book provides practical techniques and procedures for collecting money—for 
example: when to use credit as a marketing tool; sample scripts, why it is better to use the 
telephone and sample letters if you absolutely must use them; guidelines for dealing with 
difficult debtors; eight special techniques for collecting from accounts payable departments; 
how to anticipate possible bankruptcies; how to know whether or not to file a lien against a 
debtor’s estate; skip tracing techniques; how to tell whether you really have a human 
resources problem and not a collection problem; how to compel the debtor to make the first 
offer of settlement; and other proven-effective techniques. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 
nonmember. Product No. 091001NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to Understanding Business Insurance
By Nino Lama, JD
This new guide provides you with a broad overview of the field and equips you with the 
knowledge to analyze an insurance portfolio with an in-depth case study. Prepared by Nino 
Lama, JD, a state certified instructor for the Agent’s and Broker’s Licensing Courses and 
adjunct faculty member at the Ithaca College School of Business and School of Finance, this 
book covers: introduction to business insurance; types of insurance companies, reinsurance 
and the insurance contract; real and personal property loss exposure; income loss; and more. 
Price: $29.00 member, $36.00 nonmember. Product No. 090448NE
NEW! A CPA’s Guide to High-Risk Investment Strategies: Derivatives, Options, 
Straddles, and Other Hedges
By D.L. Smith, MBA, CPA, JD
This expertly written and easily understood book takes the mystery out of sophisticated 
investment instruments, giving you a clear picture of how derivatives are used to both hedge 
inflation risk and take on speculative risk. Topics include: interest rate swaps; contingent debt 
instruments; straddles; structured debt instruments; real estate mortgage investment conduits; 
operations, futures, forwards and other derivative products. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 
nonmember. Product No. 090447NE
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NEW! The CPA’s Basic Guide to Mergers and Acquisitions
By Ronald G. Quintero, CPA, CMA, CFA
This guide covers the broad range of activities that are vital to successfully completing 
mergers or acquisitions of large or small companies - from pricing and structuring the 
transaction, to financing and closing the deal. Intended for CPAs serving in management, as 
outside consultants or auditors, the topic is approached from the standpoint of the buyer, the 
seller, and the professional, with many examples, analyses and checklists drawn from actual 
transactions. Topics include: identifying acquisition candidates; conducting due diligence; 
valuation methods; sales and divestitures and more. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 
nonmember. Product No. 029872NE
NEW! The CPA’s Guide to Choosing Business Entities
By James R. Hamill, PhD, CPA
Seasoned financial managers are likely to understand many of the fine points of the various 
business entities: general and limited partnerships, C and S corporations, LLCs, LLPs, and 
sole proprietorships. However, applying this general knowledge to an actual business scenario 
can be a confusing enterprise. In addition, business growth and change may call for 
reevaluation of the choice of entity. The CPA’s Guide to Choosing Business Entities explores 
the factors that may affect your entity decision, such as: situational examples that call for a 
decision about forming or changing the form of entity; state and federal tax implications; 
advantages and drawbacks of LLCs and LLPs; pluses and minuses of business reorganization; 
and succession planning. Price: $36.00 member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 090461NE
NEW! The CPA’s Guide to Benefit Plans for Small Business
By James R. Hamill, PhD, CPA
An indispensable guide when making decisions on tax-effective employee compensation 
packages for small businesses. This intermediate-level book provides information on the use 
of fringe benefits for clients taking a comprehensive look at: cafeteria plans; nonqualified 
deferred compensation plans; simplified employee pensions and simple IRA plans; 401(k) 
plans; statutorily-excluded fringe benefits; the use of fringe benefits in flow-through entities 
(partnerships, S corporations, LLPs and LLCs); and more. Communicate popular plan options 
to clients with clarity and objectivity and translate potentially complex information into an 
easily understandable and usable format. This book will help you to integrate fringe benefit 
planning into small business owners’ overall financial picture. Price $36.00 member, $45.00 
nonmember. Product No. 090462NE
To Order, Call 1-888-777-7077
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A CPA's Guide to Saving Tax Dollars for Farm Clients
By Andrew Biebl, CPA and Robert J. Ranweiler, CPA
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critical compliance and planning issues, such as: farm expenses, required allocations and how 
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commodities transfer; determining the best type of entity for a farm operation; and much 
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authors/practitioners, Andrew Biebl, CPA and Robert J. Ranweiler, CPA. Price: $36.00 
member, $45.00 nonmember. Product No. 090460NE
A CPA’s Guide to Forensic Accounting for Divorce Engagements
By Ezra Huber, Esq.
Become familiar with this profitable and highly-charged field. You’ll discover the importance 
and uniqueness of financial investigations, the role of the forensic investigator, expectations 
of the forensic expert, and engagement aspects. Easy to understand and packed with numerous 
tips, case studies and examples, this book covers: matrimonial actions and property division; 
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TValue - Solve Loan, Lease or Investment Calculations in Seconds!
A product from TimeValue Software
TValue will take your financial skills to new levels. This popular software program will help 
you solve virtually any problem involving time and money. TValue calculates the value, 
payment amount, term or interest rate for any loan, lease or annuity. The program handles 
“what-if’ calculations and prints comprehensive amortization schedules that can even be 
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and reference tool by Folio Corporation, Omniscience features include: 100 essential estate, 
tax and financial planning calculations; a strategy text library containing over 1,600 planning 
recommendations, strategies, examples, tax forms and Internet jump links; 36 colorful 
PowerPoint presentations about investing, estate and retirement planning, insurance and 
income taxes. Presentations can be customized and printed. Price: $320.00 member, $400.00 
nonmember. Product No. NE017219
TO ORDER, CALL 1-888-777-7077
Visit us on the Web at www.aicpa.org
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